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iThe jump that WINS!
PLANT running like clock
work. Salesmen geared up to
the last notch. Advertising ring
ing the bell with every insertion
. . . Andyet the profits sag!
Are you the vidim of rising costs
in acongested faAory distrid? Are
your real competitors the neighbor-
ingplants thatvieforyourworkers,
your freight cars and terminals?
Study the increasing trend of
manufadurers to Louisville, logi
cal center of distribution to all
markets east of the Rockies.
Know the reasons for Louisville's
growing ascendency in the low-
cost produdion area south of the
Ohio . . . Know why, in six years,
Louisville added more factory
workers to its payrolls than any
other city east of the Mississippi
. . . Know why, in the same
length of time, Louisville's manu
factured output has doubled.
The question shouldnot be,Howlong
and bywhat devicescana manufadlurer
survive the rising flood of costs in a
congesteddistrid? R.ithtr~-JVhatmove
can be made to at once eliminate abnor
mal coHs in produdion and distribution
andincrease profits consistent with volume?
Proven, Unembeliished Fa6ts of
Real Value to Industry
A recently-published book presents
in simple, straightforward terms basic
fa(fts about Louisville as the ideal
manufacturing center for distribution
to all important markets. Sendfor it.
Address: Louisville Industrial Foun-
Louitville—logitatproduliion (enterfordistribu
tion to all important mariets taH ofthe Rockies
dation, 406 Columbia Building, or
Louisville Board of Trade, Board of
TradeBuilding, Louisville, Kentucky.
f * f
Center of Markets—•^y% of the popu
lation east of the Rockies within a
radius of 500 miles; 41.5% of its tax
able incomes.
Low-Priced Power from the largest
automatically-controlled hydro-eleftric
plant in the world.
Contented Labor—97.3% native-bom.
FaS Transportation over eight trunk-
line railroads and river packets.
Raw Materials of a wide variety easily
and economically available from out
lying distridb.
Acreage Plant Sites at low cost with
dty tax exemption for five years.
f r f
—a»ti a Wonderful Place to Live
In business and play—in the ofHce and on
the links Louisville's spirit of genial good-
fellowship is unmistakably there . . .
Incidentally plenty of golf courses . . . con
genial clubs . . . river sports . . . excellent
roads . . . inspiring scenery ... a really
progressive educational system and city
government . . . And fifteen minutes, in
your own car, from office to home!
LOUISVI LLE
CENTER O MARKETS
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Lclisvillc Cas^ ElcctricCc.
NCOBPORATKO IN KBf^TUCKV
Scrvicf rlectric ntxl k:i» •* WhiK furnishot ilay after
lay ti. an ever-iiicreaiiiiiii numlier uf cituens of l.uiiisville
aiul BiljoiiiinK ctimmitniticK l>y (he ^ouiiivtlle Can anil Ivlec-
trie Comihtny. Frum letm than a hiniilntl ciiiitomerH niiie(>
ycani ago, the numlier ha* Krowii to HS,77.' electric ami
7.?,1.1S gai user*. The Mrvice rci|tiired l>y these CMstomer*
nece!4i>itates the maiiitrnanre of extenxivv properties. inclu<l-
iiig a hyilro-electric station, a stenm electric station, a ({as
tnanilfacturinK plant, coal mines, gas wells, gas hoUlera,
(liiw lines, substations, transmlHsion system, office hiiil<lin|t,
•torctoums ami service htiildiiiff.
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U. S. 68 Historic Highway Association—Maysville, Ky.
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A SoHd, Substantial
City* founded more than
a century ago, but a
. Modem, Commercial,
Industrial, Tobacco,
Dairy, Agricultural
and Tourist Center.
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ANOTHER ASHLAND, KENTUCKY ASSET!
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Supplied to industrials only from our own supply
lines located in the field pictured above, thus assur
ing continuous^ service and stabilized fuel costs.
An adequate of high heat value fuel is guaranteed.
Before Investing In An Industrial Location
Investigate—Consult
INLAND GAS CORPORATION
INCORPORATED
ASHLAND,KENTUCKY
OUR COMBUSTION ENGINEER WILL GLADLY CALL ON REQUEST
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4;EXINGTON-"Heart of the Blue Grass"-knows of no higher compliment than
the recent statement of W. C. Culkins, of
Cincinnati, well-known commercial organi
zation executive, that
"God believed in outdoor adver
tising when he created the Blue
Grass Region of Kentucky."
The best known City in Kentucky—
THE CITY OF LEXINGTON
MAYOR AND CITY CO M M I SS I ON K R S
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The Present Job in Kentucky
By governor FLEM D. SAMPSON
rpHE present job in Kentucky for the present citizens of Kentucky is to
Tn rHr^f K ^"tertainin egard to entuckians.
If we do this and do it with promptness and fidelity to the big opportunity
'his Colorwill*""
Can we do this ? We certainly can.
wh„rjl" '''' "'i! • "P '"dividual Kentucltianho beheves enough mh.mself and in his State to realize that there is a respon-'
s.b.hty resting upon h.m. This kind of Kentuckian will, as he uses his reasoLg
acuities, realize that there is also an opportunity before him to reap. Endeavor
ing to be honest with himself he will also realize that in order to fulfill the obli-
gatmns and reap the opportunity, he must take a constructive part in the present
effort to advance the common welfare of the people o( the State.
The solution of this situation is obvious.
Kentuckians are fine people; they are capable people. They can do the
things which other people normally can do. even more. They aspire to the same
degree of success and comfort and happiness to which other people in other
states aspire.
They will achieve these fine worthwhile things if they propiptly and unitedly
work through and bj means of the Kentucky Progress Commission, authorizedby the recent session of the Kentucky Legislature for the purpose of providing
a means for citizens of this Commonwealth to work for their common good.
The pages of Kentucky Progress Magazine have recently been well filled
with extracts from editorial and magazine articles indicating the unanimous good
opinion in which all the world holds Kentuckians. These opinions expressed by
editors and writers throughout our country are supplemented by many personal
hnrw'h"! "1™ """'h. They all indicate that most every-y believes the task of developing the resources of Kentucky and attracting
more people to the State, is no especially difficult one. Moreover, these non
mltThe sratn™
They see and I see and I hope you also, dear reader, see that what is
necessary in order to fulfill these expectations of our non-residem as well as our
th^ r?. " ®"editable use of our commonsense, plus the exercise ofe customary energy and initiative which Kentuckia usually mploy when
going about their personal business affairs.
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PROCLAMATION
The Kentucky Progress Commission finds its functions prescribed in
the 1928 legislative enactment by which that commission was created;
First-To analyze the advantages of this Commonwealth with respect
to agriculture, industry and commerce, and the induction of tourists.
Second- To exploit these advantages with a view to immediate
progress in their development.
In order to meet its obligation to the General Assembly, and to dis
charge its duty to the people of this Commonwealth, the Kentucky Prog
ress Commission purposes to perform this triple program of progress by
inaugurating the following departments of work, all under the general
supervision of the executive secretary:
Department of Agriculture,
Department of Industry and Commerce.
Department of Publicity,
Department of Commercial and Civic Bodies,
. . Department of Organization.
The Kentucky Progress Commission will announce shortly the
Governor s appointment of progress committees in every county in
Kentucky, as permanent points of contact between the activities of the
Commission and the interests of the county.
The Kentucky Progress Commission is proceeding with plans for
' the organization of the Kentucky Progress Association, and early in the
coming year will invite into its membership all men and women whose
interests lie in the broad highway of Kentucky s progress.
Page Nine
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Chrtslttias ^reettng
?(fntuckH-
By WILLARD ROUSE JILLSON
Vtrectcr and Statf GeologUt
The Kentucky Geological Survey
A GLORIOUS Commonwealth, neither too far
north nor too far south, too far east nor too far
west, not a little too hot nor a bit too cold never
arrogantly ncli nor beggardly poor; a wonderful State,
where bluegrass and rhododendron are native, cordial
ity and huinor an inheritanace; virtue and independ
ence a religion—in panorama an exquisite blending of
sandstone mountains, broad limestone plateux,
with rich alluvial valleys; bedded with vast deposits
ot coal, petroleum, natural gas, asphalt, clays, building
stones, calcite, barite, fluorspar, and metaliferous ores;
broadly overrun by a net of navigable streams great as
a potential source of hydro-electric power—Kentucky,
a land of good living and unexcelled opportunity
both in town and country—Kentucky, a traditional
s\nonym for hospitality, romance and ancestral Amer-
^ ^he Cumberlands tothe Mississippi, sends you an old Yuletide greeting,
with best wishes for a MERRY. MERRY CHRIST
MAS and much of good cheer throughout the comine
year.
—Photo Copyrighted. Caufietd & Shook.
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C. FRANK DUNN, Editor
Farm Bureau FederationJAMES C. STOXE. vice-chairman of the Kentucky
Progress Commission and president of the Burley
Tobacco Growers' Co-operative Association, is on
the program to address the American Farm Bureau Fed-
eralion Convention at Chicago, December 10-12, on co
operative tobacco marketing.
The Progress Commission is now formulating a pro
gram of agricultural development in Kentucky and is in
terested in the subjects to be discussed at the national
meeting in Chicago this month.
The December issue of Kentucky Progress Maga
zine carries several agricultural articles and will be dis
tributed at the Chicago meeting by Geoffrey Morgan,
Agricultural Secretary of the Progress Commission.
While the Progress Commission will be represented at
the National Farm Bureau meeting and "sit in" on the
deliberations of that bodv, the Commission recognizes the
fact that the farm problems of Kentucky are largely lo
cal and will have to be dealt with accordingly.
Organized OrganizationSuccess in organized effort for the public good de
pends upon about the same elements involved in suc
cessful effort for individual progress.
Purpose alone is not enough. A purpose is easily dis
covered, and just as easily proclaimed. The purposes of
laws and pulpits may be commendably worthy, but wor
thiness of purpose alone has resulted in some unenforce
able laws and in a few unforceful preachers.
Energy alone is not enough. A wild horse is as use
less as a dead one—and more dangerous.
Liberality alone is not enough. It s hard to fill a rat
hole with money.
Loyalty—even loyalty alone is not enough. A bhnd
man is a poor marksman.
A plan of organization and a program of work are nec
essary for the resultful use of purpose, energy, liberality
and loyalty. . ti.
The Kentucky Progress Commission knows this, ine
proof is in a proclamation upon another page of this book.
Enter the Embryo FarmerKEN'TUCKLAXS would do well to sense the work
being done by the Junior Agricultural Clubs. These
youths and the individuals and organizations be
hind them have a very definite objective, one that is vital
to the success of the Kentucky Progress Commission s
Agricultural program.
Following the World War the United States changed
from an agricultural to an industrial nation to the extent
that agricultural investments decreased more than thirty
billion dollars while industrial investments increased more
than 'twenty-five billion dollars. Every rural community
was promptly confronted with the problem of how to
keep the boys and girls on the farm. Boys have left the
farms in increasingly large numbers attracted by re
munerative industrial wages, and farm girls soon joined
the procession. The Kentucky College of Agriculture
turned its attention to finding a solution to this problem
and organized Boys' and Girls' Clubs in ^1 parts of the
State. These clubs are maintained on a practical basis
and are National in scope. Boys are encouraged to grow
crops and fatten livestock under the latest improved
methods of practical agriculture, and are ret|uired to keep
accurate records of all operations so that they riiay realize
by actual experience the financial profits that accrue when
business principles are applied to agrictulture. Farm
girls are taught through these clubs that there are greater
net profits to be obtained through farm opportunities than
by clerking behind a ribbon counter. One phase of this
work was brought to a conclusion recently when Ken
tucky boys and girls demonstrated their skill as herdsmen
at the Fat Stock Show held at Louisville, Kentucky, by
defeating some of the most experienced feeders in the
State. A farm boy or girl who has fattened a steer, sold
it for a handsome profit, and banked the proceeds is not
likely to wander off to the city seeking industrial em
ployment.
Prize Awarded For Kentucky Creed
rr^HE Kentucky Progress Commission prize of $25.00,
I offered for the best creed submitted in a contest an-
nounced some time ago, was awarded to Mrs. \ ic-
tor K. Dodge, of Lexington. The short and snappy creed
selected is:
'I pledge allegiance to Kentucky.
Her interests shall be my interests,
Her law my law, and
Her motto shall be my creed:
'United we stand, divided we fall.'"
The committee appointed by the Commission, consisting
of Governor Sampson, Commissioner Edmund W. Tay
lor, Edwin Quarles and C. Frank Dunn, selected an edi
torial, "For and Forward." published by the Lexington
Herald, as the best non-competitive creed suggestion.
The contest was launched for the purpose of getting a
suitable creed for the use of luncheon clubs, many of
which now use the national creed at the close of their
meetings. The Kentucky creed is short and can be used
to supplement the national creed by Kentucky organiza
tions.
Map of Historical Places
rr^HE Kentucky Progress Magazine, in the near
I future, will pxiblish a map which the Commission is
now having prepared, show^ing the location of the
scenic and historic attractions of the State.
Kentucky has so many attractions scattered throughout
Page Eleven
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the Commonwealth that considerable preparation is nec
essary to make a representative map of this kind. The
map will show as many leading attractions as can be por-
duced from information at hand, from the mouth of the
Sandy to Reelfoot Lake, and from the Falls of the Ohio
to Cumberland Gap.
The Commission plans to use the map also In a folder
of touring attractions to be distributed next spring
throughout the entire country.
D
Magazine Will Go To Schools
EAN W. S. TAYLOR, head of the department of
education, University of Kentucky, is sending out
a bulletin to all schools in Kentucl^ suggesting that
application be made for four free copies monthly of the
Kentucky Progress Magazine.
A form to be filled out and mailed to the Kentucky
Progress, requesting the four copies of the magazine for
"library use," was used in the bulletin.
The suggestion was made at the State meeting of city
and county school superintendents, held in Frankfort, in
November, where a keen interest in the magazine was dis
played by the several hundred delegates to the meeting.
The magazine is already being used for class work in
the University of Kentuckyand the State teachers' colleges
and normal schools at Bowling Green, Richmond, Mufray
and Morehead.
At the same time that the Progress Commission is
"telling the world" about Kentucky, it is telling Ken-
tuckians some things about Kentucky that they should
know or "re-know."
Horses F. O. B. KentuckyGovernor SAMPSON recommended in an ad-
dfess before a luncheon club at Lexington recently
that Kentucky-bred horses be marketed in Ken
tucky instead of in the East, as has been the custom here
tofore.
As a result of the suggestion, horse sales were tried
out during the November race meeting in Lexington and,
according to newspaper dispatches, "horse buyers from all
sections of the United States, from Japan, France and
Canada took part in the bidding, either personally or
through agents."
The test was evidently successful, as the horse sales
for the week amounted to $572,675.00. One yearling,
sold at private sale, brought $25,000.00.
It would mean much to Kentucky if future sales were
transferred to the Bluegrass State where the cream of the
race horse is produced, instead of having the owners
make shipment, at great expense and ofttimes loss, to
Eastern markets.
H
East Dixie Highway Opening
rCHWAY enthusiasts from Detroit to Chatta
nooga attended the opening of the final gap in
the East Dixie Highway betw^een Georgetown and
Williainstown. and the banquet celebrating the event held
at Lexington on November 10.
A stretch of fifteen miles of concrete, shortening the
distance between Covington and Lexington to eighty
miles, furnished material for many complimentary
speeches directed to members of the Kentucky Highway
Commission.
Highlights in the talks made at the Lexington banquet
that are well worth noting were the following statements:
Governor Sain4>«on: "Kentucky is no longer the detour
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State, with its trunk highways completed and 400 differ
ent road projects under way at this time."
W. C Culkins, Executive Vice President of the Cincin
nati Chamber of Commerce: "Some one truthfully said,
"God believed in outdoor advertising when he created the
blue grass region of Kentucky.' "
W. S. Gilbreath, Executive Vice President of Detroit
Automobile Club: "Those who pioneeced through Ken
tucky a few years ago, before funds were available for
highway construction, cannot believe, without seeing,
what has taken place in recent years."
W. C. Hanna, State Highway Commissioner: "The con
crete road opened today is but a forerunner of a complete
trunk system of such highways to come. The Louisville-
Lexington Road, U. S. No. 60, will be high type through
out within the next three to four years."
J. Lon Fdust, President of Cincinnati-Lookout Moun
tain Highway Association: "Tennessee has met Kentucky
in the rapid completion of another through route, U. S.
No. 27, across these two States. I drove from Chatta
nooga to Whitley City. 175 miles, in five hours, and had
an enjoyable trip through Kentucky over this splendid
highway."
It was pointed out at the meeting that Highway Asso
ciations such as those gathered at the celebration men
tioned, had an important field of agitation for widening
the present highways to meet rapidly-growing modern
traffic and to advertising to tourists the attractions along
their route.
Motion Picture of Kentucky
r I iHE Progress Commission has completed its motion
Jl^ picture of Kentucky. Scenes of the principal at
tractions and resources of the State and many lead
ing industries have been taken in a film comprising 14,000
feet.
Preparations for the distribution of the film are now
under way. It is the intention of the Commission to show
the film in Kentucky to acquaint Kentuckians with what
Kentucky has and in outside States to attract tourists
and capital to the Bluegrass Commonwealth.
The American Automobile Association is co-operating
in the national distribution of the film and has recendy
sent the following bulletin to its 1,075 affiliated clubs:
"The Kentucky Progress Commission offers you a
motion picture of Kentucky. Mr. C. Frank Dunn, the
Executive Secretary of the Kentucky Progress Commis
sion, at Frankfort. Ky.. has just advised us that a 3.500-
foot motion picture of Kentucky is available for the use
of AAA Clubs at their annual meetings, special meetings,
etc. This picture contains 'shots' of AAA delegates to
the last annual meeting who visited Kentucky on the last
day of the meeting as guests of the Governor of Ken
tucky. Club secretaries who wish to avail themselves of
Mr. Dunn's generous offer should notify him in advance
so that they may be sure of receiving the motion picture
in time for their meetings."
As Others See UsA FEW magazine writers who are too indolent to
seek copy at first hand now and then bob up with a
"thriller" about the mountain feuds of Kentucky.
A story of this kind, published recently, described a
mythical ffiud that happened on "election day" in a moun
tain town. The background for the story was a joke, as
usual. Minus the feud, it might have served as a typical
court day scene in some Kentucky community. It is hoped
(Continued on t>a?e 37.)
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By the State College of agriculture
Kentucky farmers are turning to dairying. Fluc
tuating tobacco prices and other economic factors
affecting the agriculture of the Blue-Grass State are
tending to focus attention on the milk cow as a source of
a sure and steady farm income.
The Blue-Grass State farmers have awakened to the
fact that their state had decided advantages for dairying.
Its climate is mild; its grazing seasons are long; it pro
duces an abundance of grass and other cow feeds. Dairy
ing south of the Ohio river requires less expensive barns
and less heavy grain feeding than in states with colder and
longer winters.
Condenseries,
creameries, cheese
factories and cream
stations are springing
up all over the State.
Three years ago there
was not a condensery
in the State; now
there are five big
plants buying millions
of gallons of whole
milk right at the farm
er's door, and turning
back hundreds of
thousands of dollars
yearly into the farm
er's pocket. Thirty-
five creameries are
manufacturing 20,-
(XX),000 pounds of but
ter annually. Cheese
factories are begin
ning to move into the
State. , , • . j /
This turning to dairying has created a big demand tor
cows. The number in the State has increased 50,000 in
two years. There were 511,000 head in the State on Jan
uary 1, 1928. The average price of dairy cows hasjumped from $38 in 1924 to $62 this year. Hundreds of
carloads have been shipped in in the last two years, to
supply milk to thenewly-established condenseries or cream
to the 1,000 cream buying stations.
Along with this big and sudden growth in dairying.
Kentucky is rapidly building up a reputation for good
cream from which high-scoring butter is made. Creamery
butter production has grown from 12,942,000 pounds in
1924 to 19,363,000 pounds last year. The State's butter
production mjiy reach 25,000,000 pounds this year.
There are 1.008 licensed cream buying stations in the
State. Several hundred have been established in the last
year or two, many of them in counties which never before
had a station. Half of the 1,000 are grading cream ac
cording to a plan advanced by the Agricultural Experi
ment Station in co-operation with the leading creameries.
This grading system permits paying a premium of 3 cents
a pound for quality cream. This extra price is not only
adding to the incomes
of the better farmers
but is helping to build
the reputation of the
State for the produc
tion of good butter.
Five condenseries
have been established
—at Mayfield, Mur
ray, Bowling Green,
Hopkinsville and
Maysville. Each plant
gathers milk in several
counties, providing
farmers with whole
milk markets and as
suring them a steady
and profitable income
from their cows.
While the number
of dairy cows in the
country as a whole has
been decreasing, the
number of Kentucky
cows shows a steady and healthy increase. An encourag
ing factor inthis growth is the interest of farmers in good
cows and disease-free herds. Dairy herd improvement
associations are being formed to test cows for production
and to educate farmers in better feeding and breeding.
Testing for tuberculosis is being conducted on a large
scale. Forty-eight counties are engaged in freeing their
herds from T. B. All cattle in thirty counties have passed
one or more tests, a total of 60,804 herds being included
in these accredited areas. .
A great deal of educational work is
being done to encourage a steady and
healthy growth in dairying. There are
^ f . agricultural agents in more than ninety
4..
Some fine young dairy animals at the Experiment Station.
A Good Dairy Field.
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Jonior Agriculture Boys' and Girls'
Club Prize Winning Jerseys at State
Fair. 1928.
counties. The Experiment Station
supervises the operation of dairv
herd improvement associations, of
which there are eight containing 3,-
500 cows. Co-operative bull asso
ciations have been instrumental in
bringing in many good bulls. The
State has a national reputation for
its war on scrub stock.
The College of Agriculture and
Experiment Station, in view of the
greatly increased interest in dairying, is preparing to erect
a new dairy building which will increase its facilities for
teaching dairying and for doing dairy research work.
Page Fourteen
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A High Producer.
m
The Station has developed one of
the best college herds in the coun
try.
The comparatively mild win
ters in Kentucky and the fact that
cows can run on blue grass, rye,
oats or barley pastures much of
the year, give farmers an advan
tage over dairymen in states with
colder winters and shorter graz
ing seasons. Kentucky, in addi
tion to its famous blue grass,
grows an abundance of alfalfa
and other legumes, corn, wheat,
oats, barley and other cow feeds.
Land prices are relatively low
and labor fairly abundant.
The State has several thou
sand miles of hard roads, to
which it is adding many miles
every year. These
highways provide
rapid transportation of
milk and cream from
farms to factories and
buying stations.
Students of the ec
onomics of farming
and the shifting condi
tions of agriculture be
lieve that Kentucky
offers advantages to
dairy farmers. Cost
of production is less
than in many states,
due to climate and
cheap feed. Good
markets are close at
hand. The conden-
sery and creamery people arc turning to the south. In
fact, there are many indications that seem to point to a
shift of dairying to the Southland, and as that shift comes
about Kentucky stands an even hreak to get its share of
the proceeds oif this great industry.
Pet Milk Con-
lensing Plant at
Mayfield. Ky.
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'Dairtj <Jndushij in 'Warren Gounty
WARREN' COUNTY is located in the southwest
ern portion of the State. It has an area of 339,200
acres and is noted as being an agricultural county
of major importance. One of the most significant facts
which testify as tothe progressive agricultural interests of
thecountv is the rapid development of its dairymg mdustry
Warren County is well adapted to dairymg. Its soi
is fertile. Its numerous streams and springs located
throughout the county give it an abundant water supply.
It is located in a cli
mate which m^es
pasturage p o s s i b le
during at least three-
fourths of the year.
In addition to the
above, the county is
producing the crops
necessary for the
feed.ing of dairy cat
tle. * A recent esti
mate gives the acre
age of alfalfa at ap
pro x i mately 10,000
acres, and the acre
age of sweet clover at
approximately 12,000
acres, and there is an
abundant acreage of other pasturage of this type.
According to the U. S. Census report for 1925, War
ren County was milking 6,959 dairy cows. In the year
of 1926. by a survey made by the Bowling Green Board
of Trade, preparatory to securing a condensery, Warren
Countv showed a total of 8,621 milch cows.
The condensery selected Warren County as its location
in September, 1926, and on May 1.
1927. the building was completed
and it_ opened its doors for
Cnmnanv. and has a capacity
per day. Since the condensery located in Warren County
the dairying industry has been developed by leaps and
bounds. This year, the condensery will pay to the farm
ers of Warren County $372,427.00, and it is receiving on
an average of 40,000 pounds per day at an average of$2.25 per 100 pounds. The average paid for milk during
the month of November is $2.90 per 100 pounds.
It is estimated that the county has at the present time
aooroximatelv 12.000 milch cows, an increase of approx
imately 4,000 cows
within the last two
years.
The Pet Milk plant
gives an ample mar
ket for the milk sup
ply of the county,
and at present it is
receiving a sufficient
quantity of milk to op
erate the plant to one-
third of its capacity.
The plant is so equip
ped that when it
reaches its capacity,
other units may be
added, increasing its
capacity as the indus
try demands it. arren County being
located between l-.ouisville, Kentucky,
and Nashville. Tennessee, has, for a
number of years, furnished large
quantities of milk to these centers.
The condensery l)eing located in
the county lias stimulated
the dairying industry,
and at present the es
timated value oJ the
dairy product.s pro-
(Continued on page
37.)
Pet Milk Plant, Bowling Green, Ky
saiis:
R. C. P. Thomas' Jersey Herd» Warren County, Ky.
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Elkhom creek, Franklin county, said by J. A. Hen-
sholl (dean of American Fishermen) vo be the best
small mouth bass stream in the world
Kentucky Game & Fish Commission exhibit at Kentucky State Fair,
a powerful plea for feeding the birds in wint
Employes of the
Game & Fish Com
mission rescuing fish
from lakes in Bal
lard county which
are drying up.
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Game & Fish Commission Building and display at
Kentucky State Fair, Louisville.
A partial view of Swan pond, Ballard county, area
1.100 acres.
Duck shooting^ Swan pond, Ballard county.
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T^potc^ciivc T^po^vcss'^ TtloPC ^Iteed^d
ByC.]. MEREDITH, Supt. of Wardens,
Kentucky Game and Fish CommiisionWITH the recent awakening of the citizens to the us to make this wonderful State asafe breeding ground
necessity of protection and conservation, greater during the closed seasons and a pleasurable hunting and
strides are being made than ever before; many fishing ground during the open seasons.
forces within and without the State are contributing to Help us to set aside certain covers and tanglewoods of
this work; the sportsman, the press, the screen, the plat- the mountains and certain thickets and marshes of the
form and the State
Game and Fish Com
mission have stirred
the public to a con
certed movement of
protection and con
servation.
It is deplorable for
a loyal people to
spend a lifetime in a
State so rich in natu
ral resources and not
appreciate this unsur-
passing wealth of
Kentucky's assets of
nature.
The scenic beauty,
the matchless variety
and the marvelous
possibilities of Ken
tucky's natural bless
ings are stacked sky-
high in scenic moun
tains in the eastern
section, are tabled artistically with large blue grass pla
teaus in the central portion, and are spread out beautifully
in vast Pennyrile plains in the western district. What a
shame it is for any Kentuckian to be ignorant of this nat
ural wealth, and how much more shameful it is for him
to neglect and abuse it. We believe that what has been
in Kentucky can. to a reasonable extent, be restored;
therefore, I plead that progressive citizens like you help
A Kentucky bird dog on point
First Pennyroyal Field Trial, Owensboro, Ky., March 20, 1926.
lowlands for the
breeding preserves, so
that wild life may
shelter and breed
t h e r ein perpetually,
with out molestation
at any time. Help
us to consecrate the
rushing brooks, the
dashing streams of
the mountains and
the sluggish waters of
the west end to a
greater production of
fish by leaving them
undisturbed during
the spawning seasons.
Let us learn and
teach the protection
and conservation that
is the key to Ken
tucky's present needs
in dealing with our
natural assets.
Let us awaken to the fact that the claws of commercial
greed and the voracious efforts of fish and game hogs are
rapidly destroying the species of wild life in Kentucky.
We are moving slowly, but surely, to a barren State. The
alarm is sounding, and such red-blooded Kentuckians as
you should rally to the support of the Kentucky Game
and Fish Commission, which is working against odds to
(CoMtinued on page 48.)
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"Yiftilh £xcels at T^l CAtHe Show
By James Speed
Editor Soutkrrn Jiriculturijt
SEVEXTEEX hundred choice beeves were
exhibited at the Seventh Annual Fat Cattle
Show at the Bourbon Stock Yards, Louis
ville, in Xovember. The interest was keen dur
ing the three days of the show, and much good-
natured rivalry was evident in the show ring for
cups and prize money.
The many pens of carefully-(ed baby beeves
exhibited by boys and girls in the Junior Four-H
Clubs and by the students in Vocational Agricul
ture, made the spectators realize that Kentucky is
making very rapid progress in the training of her
future farmers as feeders of purebred livestock.
There were nine hundred fat cattle shown by
these enthusiastic children, and a great numiber of
these youngsters had come to the show to see
what the children from other sections of the State
had entered in the big event.
That the seven years of the show have created
(Right) — Champipn
carload of cattle shown
by adult feeder. This
car of Herefords fed
^ Senator Johnson N.
Camden, of Versailles.
(Below) — Robert
Coconaugher,
of Washington coimty,
and his best Shorthorn
steer in the show.
.1
P
Paul Rich, of Oarrard county, with grand
champion steer.
a,great and abiding interest in the cattle-
feeding game became evident when a sin
gle county had a delegation of fathers,
mothers and friends of the boys and girls
on hand. One or two counties had as
many as one hundred people at the Stock
Yards. They were the "rooting" squad
at this big-game and gave the youngsters
a feeling that they were just as important
as a baseball or a football team. Of
course, these same one hundred men. women and children went
back to their own county with a new conception of what well-
bred, prime cattle should be to secure the top of the market
and win in the prize ring.
(.Originally, the show was sponsored and financed by the
Bourbpn Stock Yards Company and the Louisville Livestock
Exchange. This outstanding annual event has slowly won its
way during the seven years of its existence into the confidence
of the people of the whole State. This is evidenced by the fact
(Continued on page 45)
Garrard county grand champion. Carload of Angus beeves, junior division, fed by boys and girls in Four-M Club work.
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The Jackson Highway in Larue county. This
scene wouM be greatly enhanced if intelligently
beautified.
Pofjr Tuvniv
wmsmmsmm ^
A beautiful, wild spot on the road between New Haven and
Howardstown that requires no beautiiication.
An old road that was originally planted with good judgment. The
trees and shrubs have had full opportunity to grow luxuriously.
Photos Cofiyrinhlfd, Cau/irld A-
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^linkway ^eaitttfication
By THOMAS H. STARK
Much intere.t has been manifestevl all over the
State in the direction of beaitti ying the highways
as originally suggested by the Kextuckv Prog-
KF.ss Magazine. Some communities have already gone to
work on the plan. The Progress Commission has also re
ceived many letters from all over the State offering hearty
co-operation. Many newspaper editorials from various
parts of the United States reconnnending the idea have
also been sent in.
General opinion seems to favor a non-profit non-politi
cal State-wide organisation to which anybody is freely
eligible for membership who will agree to plant one ot*
more trees or shrubs along the highway.
It is also thought bost to organize a sriiall general com
mittee of those deeply interested to assume the State-wide
management ot the project with local volunteer commit
tees in each community to direct the proper planting of
the roadway:?. U is all a labor of love.
The only object of this plan of organization is to see
that plaiilingb fire properly and effectively done, and pre
vent duplication of effort, or mistakes in seeding. Several
professional florists and nursery men have volunteered
free instrxiction and advice as an Advisory Committee to
this organization. The desire being to gain the best effect
in beautifying the highways without waste of labor or
misdirected effort.
Some trees grow high, some are slender, some spread
svidelv, some stay green all winter, some shed early, some
are glorious in the late fall Some flowering shrubs
thick, some grow high and they bloom at different times
during the spring and summer. The^e ought to be ar
ranged as to give a continuous series of blossoms. Some
shrubs are susceptible of attack by insects and require
spraving. Such plants shovild be omitted unless they caii
be given proper attention. Another matter that ought to
be considered is tiie fact that some roads will have to be
widened and planting should be arranged far enough from
the roadsides as not to be destroyed in case of road im
provement. All of these matters ought to be carefully
considered before planting.
It is best to know about all of these things and that is
why an Advisory Planting Committee has been sug
gested and whv it will be of direct benefit to each com-
munitv. Each'local group must start right. This Ad
visory Committee will gladly co-operate in furnishing the
necessary information if it is not known to those desiring
to plant.
Paul Powell, president of the Powell Seed Co., Louis
ville. an expert, has been appointed chairman of the Ad
visory Planting Committee and will be glad to answer all
inquiries as what is best to plant, when to plant and how
to plant. Xobody need hesitate in asking for his pro
fessional advice. It will be freely given.
A committee is also being considered to take charge of
such matters as the donation of seeds, shrubs or trees and
{Continued on page 39)
The Rhododendron Highway in Bell county, near Cardinal. Kentucky. All it needs, eayt the Progress Bureau, is morerhododendron.. This highway will eventually get them. c„yr<,u.,.
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We Are Solving the Farm Problem In
McCracken County
jOLVING it by preaching and practicing diversification of crops instead
of one crop; by co-operative selling; by extending sympathetic, intelli
gent support to the farmer.
IVo community in the south is more awake to the farmers* wel
fare than McCracken County. County and city officials; bankers, pro
fessional and business men are an enthusiastic unit in their efforts to contribute what
they can to be of service.
Crop rotation; pure bred cattle and hogs; silos; fine strain poultry; fruits and
vegetables; a system of modern roads that reaches every section of thecounty; mod
em primary and high schools in every neighborhood; an alert health department;
low taxes.
A selling organization through which every farmer handling any sort of crop
can market his products co-operatively, profitably; a municipal market open the
year around where consumer buys from grower; a splendid milk plant that takes all
the milk the county can produce at prices higher than nearby condensories pay.
A strawberry association marketing 600 cars of berries at 50c a crate higher
than competing points last summer; a dewberry industry that offers even greater
promise than strawberries; fine orchards lands where quality peaches and apples
are raised in carload lots and sold co-operatively for good prices.
These are a few of the activities that are blazing the way for a new day for the
farmer and his family in this hospitable community. If you would live in a genial
atmosphere, where life is really worth living and opportunities await you and your
family, write
s
The McCracken County Fiscal Court
Paducah, Kentucky
W. A. MIDDLETON, County Judge
H. COVINGTXJN, D. H. RILEY and BEN WEIULE, Commissioners
Page Tur»fv-tn-o
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Those Who LIVE Here, MOVE Here, VISIT Here, Or
LEAVE Here, Are Enthusiastic About
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY
ECAIJSE it has thtnw? atlraolive things that go to make a good town to live in. ti$it
in, work ami Ho bu»ine»a in; a genial people; a fine community spirilj a hearty
reception for the newcomer.
A fine 8y«tem of modern public ami private MchooU; churcheH of all <le-
nominations; attractive park system and play grouniU; gotnl water, very reawm.
able light and power rates; freight rates comparable to any competitive pomt
and lower than most; all year navigation by river—the Ohio, 'IVnnessee, l.iim-
berland and Mississippi.
The gateway through which Dixie and the north are unite<l by such nynXvm* as the llli-
nois Central, the Burlington, the N. C. and St. L., and the <;ulf. Mobile and Northern, from
Mobile and New Orleans; State normal school one hour from town; modern highways m atl
directions.
Abridge over the Ohio, open April. 1929, and bridges over the Cumberland and Ten-
nessee to be buHt at once; not a road in the county unlmproveil; wonderful »»»il for iurming
and truck growing; 600 cars of strawberries, 200 cars of peaches, 20 of ilewberries shipped
in 1928.
Center of dark tobacco belt; nothing but pure strain chickens, hogs and cattle; big mar
ket for milk; wonderful climate; good farm and orchard lands for $25 an acre; municipal
market where consumer buys <llrect from gnmer; reasonable rents; available houw'S ot exT)
type.
Complete sewer system to every part of town; rapidly building modern streets to every
section; free of contagious epi<lemics; no foreign population: low fire losses, consj'quenlly Ioh
insurance rales; only 50 miles of Dawson Springs whose waters ri>al ('arlsbad s.
Commission government in citv and county; low tax rales; no city or eountv lax on
factory machinery or materials, anti Slate lax only 50c on really exempted for live years.
Onlv 60 miles to Kentucky and llllnolH coal: near immense deposits of iron ore, fluor
spar, limestone, coking coal, zinc, fire clay, ball anil sagger clays and an l<leal location for iron
and steel, textile, tile an<l pottery, clothing, furniture, stove and tobacco factories.
Splemlid retail stores with stocks and prices comparable to largesl communities: the hub
of 60 wide awake Ameriean towns from which good men and women ialntr is drawn, ami ev4*ry
point served by mo<lern roads.
If you wouUI live in Paducah, work in Paducah. manufacture in Paducah or visit in Pa-
duoah, and desire any further information about Paducah, write:
The Believers In Paducah Club
A UNIT OF THE PADUCAH BOAKD OF TKADE, PADKAH, KY.
One great automobile concern of Detroit, seeking data for a new unit, aske<l for
facts on Paducah and when we showed that an automobile can be produced at a cost of
$2.75 less in Paducah in freight charges alone than in St. Louis, Atlanta or Cincinnati, for
diBtribution lo the Mississippi Valley, was surprise*! and interested. Checking up. they
proved what we contended to their entire salisfaction. What Paducah can do for an auto
mobile plant, it cando for other industries, and only asks an opportunity to show it.
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^orjqaKice o/® Ifesitrdey /nqgers ^ver^where
77^ ^T^i^ucki^
-j'ji.v.'j Copyriphted. Canfield & Shook,
J
S5^
Wayne Count, Ky.—The paling fence
Wayne County—Old flour mill, Rankin, Ky.
Old mill ruins, near Prospect, Ky.
Boone Monument, at Cumberland Gap .
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Coal Qfltntn^ tn ^eniucliy
By JOHN F. DANIELS,
Chiej StaU Department ofMines, Lexington, KentuckyN'O STATE in the Union can more freely and hon
estly boast of having more high-grade, well pre
pared coals than are mined in Kentucky.
Whether it be Miller's Creek, Elkhorn. Pond Creek,
Hazard, Harlan, or any of the other coals mined in the
North and Southeastern coal
fields, or if it be No. 9, 11,
12, Green River, Xebo, or any
of the other coals mined in
the Western coal fields, any
buyer or consumer can find a
high or low volatile, low in
ash and sulphur while high in
heating value—coal to fit his
particular need—in Kentucky.
No matter if a coal is need
ed for By-FVoduct, Coking,
Making of Water Gas, Pro
ducers' Gas, Clay. Brick or
Tile Burning Purposes, or for
Glass Manufacture, Metallur
gical Purposes, Smelting of
Pig Iron in Blast Furnace
Work, Steam Production,
.^nnealing, Domestic, or
other uses that coal
can be put to, it is available in Kentucky.
No other State where coal mining is
done on a high scale has progress
ed more rapidly in preparing the
more thoroughly for the buyer
and consumer than is done at
the mines in this State. The
building, at great cost, of
modern tipples,
installing loading booms, picking tables, re-screening
plants and, in some instances, washers are used to take
from the coal any impurities such as slate, machine cut
tings. shale or bone coal, has been going on for years, so
that the Kentucky coals would be free from impurities
and able to compete with coals
produced in other States.
Aside from this, great care
is taken when cutting the coal
in the working places and es
pecially when loading the coal
into conveyors or mine cars
before it is hauled to the tip
ple.
After it reaches the tipple,
it is again watched closely
while going over the picking
tables, booms, etc., so that
when the coal goes into the
railroad car or bin it is free
fror.i impurities and is
clean coal.
Due to the great expense in
volved in properly preparing
the coal for market and in
handling mining conditions in general, practically no
profit is made by the producers at the present time, mostly
because of the current prices for coal being so low and
the market being more or less flooded with coal.
(Editor's Note: Mr. Daniels ivill furnish succeeding shor.
stories, illustrated, of coal production in Kentucky, am
mil bring out some interesting facts about the differen
coal fields throughout the State, as well as the new use.
found for coal.)
View of miners houses and tipple in backgrotmd of
Hardy-Burlingham Mining Co. This it one of the lar|^
est tipples in the world and is located in the Hazard
coal field.
View looking west. No. 1 tipple and power house. Capacity 3,500 to 4,000 tons per day.ground employes 700.
Maximum number of under-
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t
%
^xAnti Company mth
(Right) — Machine
ILy ready to finish under-
w cutting place in Har-
lan field.
T^citfoPlCenfucl^Xf^s
^Iac/(DiamondCrop
(Left)—
Mine scene near Middlesboro, Ky.
Car of coal being loaded Perkins-Bowling Coal Company
mine in the Hazard field.
Photo showing mine car being turned over on rotary dump
at one of the large tipples in the Harlan field.
Page Ttventy-six
Tipple of Sterns Coal & Lumber Co., McCreary county, in
the Southeastern Field. Note aerial tramway (rope and
bucket) whieb conveys coal from mii^ to tipple.
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ItlelhoJs"
Used in^
Itlfmng
Heniucky
J Coal properly prepare
a «•« a •«
r tb« Black Star Mine, in the
Field.
Boom loading coal into railroad car at Downard Mm
ine & Sales Go's, tipple. Black Toe. Kentucky
All Eteel modern tipple.
Creary county
Sterns Coal & Lumber Co., Mc-
on the Southeastern field.
.aattuMiSn^
Harlan
Photo
showing three
of the loading
Dooms with workmen picking imparities from coal
• on the very modem tipple of the Hardy-Burling-
0 ham Minine Co.. in thf Hazard field.
•
Photo showing coal going over Shaker Screen at on* of tht
modem all-steel tipples in the Harlan field.
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THE PHOENIX HOTEL
LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY
WISHES FULL MEASURE OF SUCCESS
TO THE
KENTUCKY PROGRESS COMMISSION
/
"y^// For Kentucky
and
Kentucky For All"
Kentucky's Oldest And
Most Progressive
Department Store
LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY
FOR 83 YEARS this store has kept pace with the progress
of the finest city and state in the country—always looking
forward to instituting means of better service to our cus
tomers—continually making improvements for the benefit
of our patrons to make their shopping hours more pleasant
and easpr. In addition to bettering our etjuipment we are
also striving to keep right up to the minute with a ct»mplete
offering of highly dependable merchandise—from ready-to-
wear to housewares—at popular prices. A visit to our store
will convince you of our courteous and efficient sefvice.
We cordially invite you to the store that has faithfully
served the people of IxJUisville for eighty-three years.
Our Policy—Satisfaction Or Your
Money Refunded
Page Ttivnty-cight
Louisville Store
Fixture Co. INCORPORATKD
DESIGNERS AND Bl'Il.DERS
Modern Store
Equipment
Bank, Office & High-grade Fixtures
Department Store Fixtures a specialty
PHONE EAST 20.13
823-829 Fehr Ave. LOUISVILLE, KY.
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Jfte ^lltnors Canlrat Tfailroadin%enhic1{y
Few sections of the country have witnessed more
rapid progress, agriculturally and industrially, than
has taken place in western Kentucky since the be
ginning of its railway development. The building of the
great network of lines that now cover this portion of the
state brought many towns and cities into existence and
contributed substantially to the growth of older com
munities. New and larger markets were thus created
close at hand, and the great consuming centers in other
parts of the country were made accessible to the pro
ducers of this region. As the railroads extended their
lines the vast mineral resources of western Kentucky were
made possible of devel
opment ; numerous manu
facturing enter prises
were established, prop
erty values multiplied,
and western Kentucky
entered upon an era of
growth and prosperity
such as it has never be
fore known.
The railway era of
western Kentucky began
in 1853 with the con
struction of what is now
a portion of the Illinois
Central line between
P a d u c a h and Fulton.
This pioneer railroad was
called the "New Orleans
and Ohio," and its pur
pose was to give Padu-
cah a connection with the
great Illinois Central route between Chicago and i\ew
Orleans.
\t that time Paducah, the largest town in the weswrn
part of the state, had fewer than 2.500 inhabitants. The
only other towns of any importance west of Louisville
were Henderson, with 1,800 inhabitants, Ri^ellville. with
1,300 inhabitants and Owensboro. with 1,200 inhabitants.
These four communities, constituting the only local con
suming markets for the products of
western Kentucky, had a combined
population of only 6.800, or less than
one-half the present population of Hen-
dersofi. Louisville, then as now. the
metropolis of Kentucky, was slightly
larger than Paducah is at the present
time.
In the three-quarters of a century
since the beginning of railway develop
ment in western Kentucky, the value of
farm property in the twenty-six coun
ties traversed by the Illinois Central
System has increased from $25,000,000
to more than $211,000,000. The value
of livestock cjn farms in these counties
increased from $5,571,000 in 1850 to
$21,675,000 in 1925, while the produc
tion of tobacco, the principal cash crop
in several counties of this territory, in
creased from 25.000.000 pounds in 1850
to 112.584.000 pounds in 1928. The
value of farm crops in the counties traversed by the
Illinois Central System now amounts to around $50,000,-
000 annually.
Probably no region in the entire Mississippi Valley
lends itself more admirably to diversified farming than
western Kentucky. It is a region richly endowed by
nature with the essentials of agricultural greatness. With
soils of great natural fertility and a climate ideally adapted
to the growing of a wide variety of grain, forage, fruit
and vegetable crops, the agricultural and horticultural pos
sibilities of this territory hold out strong hope for its
continued development. Moreover, the mild winters, the
long grazing seasons, the
special adaptability of
soil and climate for the
growing of feed crops,
the abundance of pas
turage and its proximity
to market s—all these
give western Kentucky
important advantages for
the raising of livestock.
For many years the
Illinois Central System
has co-operated with the
farmers of its territory
in Kentucky in develop
ing the livestock, dairy
and poultry industries
and. in promoting the
growing of various farm
crops. The railroad
maintains an organiza
tion of farm and dairy
experts whose services are free to all farmers in the ter
ritory. These experts keep in touch with the farmers,
give advice and practical demonstrations in planting,
transplanting, cultivating, spraying, selection of seeds_ in
sect extermination, crop rotation, soil analysis, fertiliza
tion. fruit and vegetable culture, storing, packing, shipping
and various other matters of interest to farmers. They
are informed on the proper handling of beef and dairy
The Cumberland River at Eddyville.
A
Illinois Central bridge over Green River at Roekport, Ky.
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Broadway, Paducah.
U. S. Federal Building,
left foreground.
cattle, hogs, poultn.*
and other livestock.
To stimulate inter
est in improved farm
ing;, the Illinois Cen
tral System has con
ducted campaigns in
nearly every county
along its railroad in
Kentucky and has co-
operated in many
ways with the county
agents, the state De
partment of Agriculture and various civic bodies. Dur
ing the last few years agricultural agents of the Illinois
Central System have held hundreds of meetings at vari
ous points in its Kentucky territory.
In its efforts to promote the dairy industry, the Illinois
Central System since 1916 has provided eleven registered
Holstein bulls for use in its Kentucky territory. As a
result of this new blood, much value has been added to
the herds of western Kentucky. Dairy production in the
territory through which the Illinois Central System op
erates has increased remarkably in recent years.
Take Graves County, for
example. In 1917, when
five Illinois Central pure
bred sires were lent the
farmers of Graves County,
there were only two other
purebred bulls and fewer
than 5,000 cows in the
county. The cows were
almost entirely scrubs, and
sales of dairy products in
the county were yielding the
farmers less tlian $lftOOO
a year. In 1926 there were
172 purebred bulls and
more than 15,000 tested
dairy cows in Graves Coun
ty, and dairy products
Valued at $750,000 were
shipped from the county.
Dairying has also made
rapid strides in recent years
Fatif Thirlv
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in Bullitt, Christian, Hardin, Hickman, JefTerson,
Livingston, McCracken, Meade and Webster coun
ties, as evidenced by the fact that the sale of milk
in these nine counties increased from 2.612,000 gal
lons in 1919 to 4,308,000 gallons in 1924, the last
year for which statistics are available.
Scientific breeding and more intelligent care of
dairy herds have materially increased the production
per cow throughout this region. In Crittenden
County, for instance, the average production per
cow was increased from 231 gallons in 1919 to 345
gallons in 1924, or 44 per cent, and in Fulton Coun
ty the increase was from 288 to 390 gallons, or
35 per cent.
Notable progress has also been made in recent
years in the production of perishable fruits, par
ticularly strawberries, peaches
and apples. McCracken County
furnishes a striking example. The
agricultural census of
1925 reported 866
acres in strawberries
in McCracken Coun
ty, compared with
only 73 acres in 1919.
The number of apple
and peach trees in this
county increased in
the same period from
70,600 to 138,900, a
gain of 96 per cent in
six years.
Agricultural agents
^ of the Illinois Centralbystem have conducted educational campaigns, given
demonstrations and co-operated in other ways with farm
ers and local organizations in promoting this industry
which is adding materially to the income of Kentucky
communities. The fast and dependable refrigerator serv
ice provided by the Illinois Central System has also con
tributed to the successful marketing of these monev-
making crops.
Xo phase of western Kentucky's progres-! has been
more striking than the development of the mining in
dustry. From a production of a few hundred tons a
year m the 80's, the coal output
Muldraugh Hill, near West Point, Ky., as seen from the Illinois Central
Railroad and U. S. Highway 31.
Picturesque background of the Illinois Central station. Kuttawa, Ky.
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GLASS
POLISHED-PLATE ' .
WINDOW GLASS - '
ROLLED GLASS
ROUGH GLASS
MIRRORS
STORE FRONT CONSTRUCTION
Building Glass of Every
Description
Central Glass Co.
Incnrporaied
3003 WEST BROADWAY
LOUISVILLE, KY.
U'E IlJfE A H'.IREUOUSE NEAR YOU
^ Warehouses Located at
HUNTINGTON, W. VA., EVANSVILLE, IND.,
CHARLESTON, W. VA., BRISTOL, VA.
Jones-Dabney
Company
LOUISVILLK, K.KNTUCKY
Manufacturers of
JODAB
LACQUERS, VARNISHES
AND ENAMELS
for
ALL INDUSTRIAL
PURPOSES
The
ALL-PURPOSE
COAL
Is it not better to buy all purpose coal
than to carry coal for all purposes?
We can prepare any size required as
our mines have recently been equip'
ped with the latest type shaker screens,
picking tables and boom loaders, and
you can REDUCE YOUR OVER
HEAD by handling fewer kinds of
coal in a smaller number of bins.
HOT SPOT
HAS BURNED ITS WAY TO
POPULARITY with any number of
dealers whose requirements are more
than a hundred cars annually and
they HANDLE NOTHING ELSE.
We have something besides coal tooffer
and itywill be to your interest to get in
touch with usbefore obligating yourself.
Order a Trial Car Now
John P. Gorman Coal Co.
1002 Fayettc National Bank Building
LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY
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THE AREA of GREATEST PROMISE f
TO INDUSTRY and AGRICULTURE.
Lexington. Kentucky
The Center of the
Blue-Grass Section
LEXINGTON
Ptiuc Thiriy-twn
H EALTHFUL CLI M ATE
GOOD SCHOOLS, COLLEGES
CHURCHES AND AMUSEMENTS
Our modern and efficient power std'
iion supplies an abundance of cheap
dependable electric power.
MODERN, EFFICIENT, TRANSPORTATION SERVICES
For fuller information, write—
LEXINGTON UTILITIES COMPANY
INCORPORATED KENTUCKY
You Can Know Real
Gasoline Satisfaction
Compression Is Power
NO-NOX is the ideal motor fuel for
high compression engines and gives a
wonderful motor efficiency—Knocks,
pings or detonations disappear as if
by magic—no retarding of sparks on
grades or in traffic.
Vibration is reduced to a minimum
as well as repair expense.
Gulf No-Nox Motor Fuel
GULF REFINING COMPANY
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Of r/ Qrowe, Qrows in Kentucky
SOME enthusiastic Kentuckian once described his State
as "A land richer than the Valley of the Nile, and
fairer than the Garden of ttle Gods." At that he was
not far wronj^, for nature must surely have been thinking
of flocks and herds, grain and grass when she built Ken
tucky. Every American knows of the fame of Kentucky
blue grass and has heard and understands the meaning
of the expression "Bred in old Kentucky.'" ,The soils of
the blue-grass region of Central Kentucky are so rich in
the mineral elements of soil fertility that experts at the
Kentucky Experiment Station have not yet discovered a
fertilizer that will produce financial returns greater than
do the ordinary methods of good farming without ferti
lizers. The late Dr. Cyril G. Hopkins, of Illinois, stated
that the first seven inches of the red clay soils of Western
Kentucky contain enough potash to supply the needs for
the production of 100 bushels of corn to the acre every
year for seventeen centuries. These extravagant sound
ing statements are scientifically correct.
Grass is the most important of all crops to farmers who
practice diversification, and here Kentucky excels. The
coarser grasses like orchard grass and tall meadow oat
grass can be grazed early in April, followed by blue grass,
white clover and many other varieties of nutritious
grasses. In the fall the coarser grasses can be grazed, and
until Christmas. Winter cover crops such as rye and bar
ley can be grazed all winter except during the octaM<juui
few days when they are covered with snow. It should
be remembered that these cover crops, at that stage of
growth, are as rich in protein as alfalfa and clover. Le
guminous cover crops such a§ crimson clover and vetch
can be grown, and sudan grass and sorghum can be used
to supplement other grasses during periods of drought.
Corn is the principal grain ci:op in Kentucky, but winter
barley is coming fast into favor because it matures in
June providing feed at a time when farmers' com cribs
are usually depleted. Wheat, oats—^both winter and spring
varieties—and rye can be sown successfully. To supple
ment these grain crops, rich in carbohydrates, numerous
varieties of leguminous feeds can be grown that are rich
in protein, thus enabling farmers to grow and balance
their own feeds without purchasing expensive commercial
feed. The principal protein crops grown in Kentucky are
alfalfa, which is cut four time a year; red clover, lespedeza,
and soy beans in many varieties.
Tobacco has been the principal money crop in Central
and Western Kentucky, and cotton in the southwestern
part of the State, but Kentucky farmers are abandoning
a one crop system of farming and are learning to diversify.
The growing of small fruits is fast coming into promi
nence, and Kentucky is now establishing a reputation for
strawberries of superior quality which reach the Northern
and Eastern markets early in the sea
son when prices are at their best.
Dewberries, blackberries and raspber
ries are also increasing in acreage
rapidly. Apples, peaches, plums, pears
and grapes can be grown in all of their
varieties, but the greatest opportunity
along this line for Kentucky farmers
(Continued on page 37)
Oil Springs borders the eastern side of Indian Fields and was known centuries before the con^g of the white man to
Kentucky. Indians came there from all sections to receive benefits from its healing waters. It is one of the oldest resorts
in this section, and has long been a favorite rendezvous for those who love nature unadorned.
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Sudan KraN. Alfalfa.
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Kentucky Statt Fair. 1$
Soy beans. Wheat.
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Cucumber field
protected against
the cucumber
beetle following
a program pre
scribed by the
Extension Serv
ice. Gross re
ceipts $268.15.
Buckwheat.
Hemp.
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31X) R(X)MS 300 BATHS
FireproofGarage Adjoining
IMS SHOl SR,JR.,
•it #tr' ZS b
Si; 5
Siiii
.\ianaj>er
FAYETTE NATIONAL BANK
In the Heart of the Bluegrass
I'aye Thirty-six
= Cafa^ette
LEXINGTON, KY.
Absolutely Fireproof
Every Room with Bath
Circulating Ice Heater throughout
Unexcelled Service
In the Heart of the Shopping and theatri
cal District
On U, S, Highways Nos, 25^ 60 and 68
Official A, A, A^ Tourist Headquarters
GOES FORWARD WITH
KENTUCKY PROGRESS
Forty Successful Years
In Manufacturing
DIAMOND
Ready.Mixed Wall Plaster
Also
Louisville Wood Fiber Plaster
Building Supplies
Kentucky Wall Plaster Company
JlKO'pO-dIrd
Preston Burnett Brool{ ^ Rii'cr 20th ^ Howard
LOUISVILLE,- KENTUCKY
JCentMC^ "PrGgreM 5?SCiigffisi«e
If It Grows, It Grows In Kentucky
(Continued from page 33)
is in growing: early apples which reach the markets when
cold storage apples are gone, and before apples from
northern and, western sections are obtainable.
Vegetables are also grown in a commercial way. The
county that produces the most second crop potatoes in
the United States is located in Kentucky, and this same
county is one of the largest producers of onion sets in
America.
Kentucky's reputation for the production of pure bred
live stock of superior quality is world wide. The reason
for this is not generally understood. It is that Kentud^
soils and waters are rich in phosphate and lime, and this
combination of mineral elements makes a fine, hard, flinty
bone on live stock. In addition to this Kentucky grows
both protein and carbohydrate feeds, making a balanced
ration that is essential in successful live stock production.
Kentucky also grows at all seasons of the year succulent
feeds, that keep the sap in live stock that is not dried out
bv the hot sun of the Southern States or frozen out by
the blizzards and zero weather of the Northern States.
Kentucky herds and flocks need no eulogy in this article.
We will recall, however, that the grand champion bull
at the World's Fair at Chicago came from Kentucky, and
only recently the grand champion steer at the Chicago
International Live Stock Show was also a Kentucky pro
duct. The first county in the United States to eradicate
the scrub bull is in Kentucky.
Kentucky is fast coming into prominence as a dairy
state, and the growth along this line has been phenomenal.
Kentucky spring lambs always top the Eastern markets,
and the production has never yet been equal to the de-
mand.
Thoroughbred, standard-bred and saddle-bred horses
produced in Kentucky are outstanding. No state has even
attempted to challenge Kentucky's claim for leadership m
producing champion horses.
Kentucky has established a reputation for purebred
poultry, and commercial hatcheries as far north as New
England purchase their eggs from Kentucky.
Taxes are low in Kentucky. The county and State tax
rate is only $1.55 on the $100.00. Only one state in the
Union falls below that mark.
Labor both white and negro is plentiful for farm pur
poses, at very reasonable prices.
Roads of high type are being extended in all parts of
the State and first consideration is given to building farm-
to-market roads.
The improvement in rural education has been most re-
rarkable in recent years and rural consolidated schools in
Kentucky are now as good as can be found anywhere.
In spite of all of these advantages-for successful farm
operation there are many farms in Kentucky that can be
purchased at most reasonable prices, the buyer being asked
to pay onlv a very small sum of money at time of pur
chase' with thirty years allowed to pay the balance. A
prominent agriculturist has given his opinion that there
are more bargains in farm lands in Kentucky, quality con
sidered, than in any other state in the Union. This is
because Kentuckians have been producers of tobacco of
the heavier type, and the ta.ste of American smokers has
changed to cigarettes. Kentucky farmers were slow to
adapt their farm operations to these changed conditions,
but those who did so will continue to make their farm op
erations a succcss.
It has been well said of Kentucky; "Not the oldest nor
yet the youngest; not the richest nor yet the poorest; not
the largest nor yet the least: but take it all in all, for men
and women, for flocks and herds, for fields and skies, for
happy homes and loving hearts, the best place outside of
heaven the good Lord ever made."
Editorial
(Continued from page 12)
that the efforts of the Kentucky Progress Magazine
and the newspapers of Kentucky will eventually abolish
the swivel chair feud story writer, and an invitation is
herewith broadcast to his ilk to make a trip to Kentucky
and discover for himself that instead of feuds, all Kp-
tucky is now a thriving beehive of industry, education
and good roads.
The following letter, received by Governor Sampson
from Stephen Bolles, editor of Janesville (Wis.) Daily
Gazette, is especially appreciated when contrasted wit!
the stories mentioned above:
*'I have just been looking over the Kentucky Prog
ress Magazine for November. I think with the proper
distribution in the right sections, this should bring to you
interesting and fine results eventually. You have beauti
ful scenery and fine people, but the fact is that the gen
eral public thinks of Kentucky in the terms of Bourbon
families, race horses and colonels. I can not see why a
special appeal can not be made for Kentucky to get Sep
tember and October tourists. There are a good many
hundreds of people who would like to get away in these
months and who think they have to go too far South. I
think, with your dairying and your general agricultural
outlook, except for dark tobacco, Kentucky and Wiscon
sin are quite on the par."
Mr. Bolles outlined exactly what the Progress Commis
sion is trying to do, even to the "dairying" and tourist ap
peal. Mr. Bolles' complimentary remarks on the maga
zine echo similar remarks made by newspapers in many
other states, and it is evident that already Kentucky's
effort to correct erroneous impressions is bearing fruit:
Dairy Industry In Warren County
(Continued from page 15)
duced is approximately $1,400,000.00 per year. With the
ideal climatic conditions, with the fertile soil, with
ample water supply, and the excellent marketing condi
tions, this county will develop into one of the principal
dairying counties of the United States, and those who
are interested in the dairying industry will find Warren
County an excellent location.
Change Your Ad Copy
If your advertising isn't pulling as it should, the fault
may not be with advertising but with the kind of copy
you are using-. Just make a change in your appeal.
That's what the little boy in the story did. You remem
ber that a lady of uncertain age was called to the door
of her cottage by a shaver of a lad.
Lad: "Does 'oo want to buy some tute 'ittle tittens ?
Lady: "What did you say?"
Lad: "Does 'oo want some 'ittle tittens?"
Lady: "What is it?"
Lad: "Does 'o want to buy a dam dood tat?
—Woonsocket (R. 1.) Planet.
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As Kentucky has progressed so has the
BELKNAP HARDWARE & MANUFACTURING CO.,
at LOUISVILLE
Growing in size and reputation since 1840 Regarded as the Most Depeiidahic
Source of Supply for all lines carried, including;
Mechanics' 'I'ools. Farming Implements. Plumhinji
Supplies. Builders' Hardware. Klectrical Supplies.
Portab!e l.amp.s. Radio. Household CIikhIs. Incuba
tors. Paints. ()ils. Glass. 'leys. Sewing Machines.
Shfe h'indinps.
I'riml>le Cutlery. Silverware. lalkinK Machines.
I'ianos. Sportinji CkkkIs. Ammunition. Automobile
Tires and Sundries. Harness. Collars. Sad<lles. Strap
Work. Heavy Hardware. KooIiuk. Fencinjf. Furni
ture. FI(K)r Covenntfs.
Twelve huge buildings,
covering severaJ c i t
blocks. Designed for
economical handling of
our lines. Over 37 acrvs
t)f flcxtr space.
UnsiirpasNwl I'acilitii-s in
sure quick service. t)MaI-
ify merchandise, right
prices, sound policies.
WE INVITE OUR CUSTOMERS AND FRIENDS TO VISIT US
Twenty-seven Years at ARMCO
Ingot Iron
This trad* mark it auurance that
products b«artaf it art made with
tha aUU, inttlliganca, and fidelity
aaaoeiattd with tha nam* "ARMCO"
•ad haaca caa b« dapaadad opoa t«
poaaaaa in tha highaat darr«« tha
marits claimed for tham.
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A RMCO today—a business representing more than one hundred rail-
lions of dollars—is the outgrowth of the little American Roofing
Company, which was born on the water front of Cincinnati more than
a quarter of a century ago.
The invention and development of new and unique processes for the
manufacture of special analysis iron and steel sheets and plates have made
the name "ARMCO" known throughout the world.
License arrangements with foreign manufacturers in Great Britain.
France and Germany have greatly broadened the scope of ARMCO
products.
In this country are seven large ARMCO plants, located at Middletown,
Zanesville, ColunAus, Elyria, Ohio; Ashland. Kentucky;" and Butler,
Pennsylvania. Two of these plants, together with the Executive Offices,
are situated at Middletown.
With a production of approximately one million tons of sheets and plates
a Jear, ARMCO has taken its place as the world's largest exclusive manu
facturers of special analysis iron and steel sheets.
THE AMERICAN ROLLING MILL CO.
Executive O^ces: MIDDLETOWN, OHIO
•at^
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The Progress Bureau on Highway
Beautification
(Confitint^d from page 21)
the exchange ant4 distribution of these items, the idea
being that a committee of this sort would be of unusual
assistance towards beautifying the highways and lanes.
It is thought that many interested amateur gardeners
would beglad to patriotically donate seeds or plants.
Governor Sampson has splendidly indorsed -this move
ment for beautifying the highways and has whole-hearted-
Iv promised the earnest co-operation of the various units
under his direction. He is deeply interested and would be
glad to hear from any Kentuckian who isdesirous of help
ing this project either as an advisor or volunteer. He can
be addressed at Frankfort. , . • „ j
The Progress Commission has enthusiastically ana
unanimously indorsed the project of beautifying the high
ways also as it believes a united effort in this direction
would be a tremendous advertisement for the State to
all those who are motoring through. The writer of this
article, a Louisville business man, an enthusiastic amateur
gardener and an experienced publicity director has been
appointed by the Progress Commission as chairman of the
Progress Bureau on Highway Beautification. to further
this project in every way. Names of other committees
will be announced later. These will be composed of
these volunteers who desire to enlist in this effort.
Indian creek falls in Clinton county.
Ferd F. Schupp
Sheet Metal
and Roofing
Contractor
938 LOCiAN STRKK T
Telephone Fast 1719
Louisvilley Kentucky
*1
My Old
Kentucky Home"
is made beautiful
by charming interior
effects arranf^ed by
LOUISVILLE
WALL PAPER COMPANY
fVest Main
Pane Thirty-iii".
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qX OUISVILLE, metropolis of Ken-
tucky, not only invites, but
commands the attention of the Nation
because of the dominant position it occu
pies today as the foremost industrial center
of the entire South. Louisville has led
all American cities of her class in popula-
tion gain and industrial development,
because Louisville possesses every advan
tage necessary to quicken the pulse of
industry^; and commerce and make life
really worth living. Louisville's tax
burden per capita is among the lowest of
all cities of her sizie in America. Louis
ville is making important civic improve
ments on a tax rate that has increased
little in a decade, and the municipal debt
is far below that of most cities of her class.
Page Forty
For Specific Information Write or Wire
LOUISVILLE INDUSTRIAL FOUNDATION
or LOUISVILLE BOARD OF TRADE
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P# OUISVILLE exempts plant sites for
five years from municipal tax
ation. Louisville possesses a location and
transportation facilities by rail, water
and air that are invaluable for industrial
purposes. Louisville has abundant power
from the world's largest automatically-
controlled hydro plant. Louisville has
immediate access to large quantities of
raw materials for many industrial uses.
Louisville has good laws, a sane form of
municipal government, an orderly com
munity, an unexcelled school system,
hundreds of acres of beautiful parks,
miles of fine boulevards and streets, and
nearly all the qualities that make a city
the kind that your family would enjoy
living in!
These Pages Puhlished By
THE CITY OF LOUISVILLE
Wil/iam B. Harrison^ Mayor
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Kentucky's State capltol and mansion have a picturesque setting.
ESTABLISHED 1867
NEWMAN DRUG COMPANY
Incorporated
For over fifty years we have
given our patrons what
they asked for without
question or quibble.
No Substitutions - No Dfperting Sales
Based on QuaJity and Effi^ciency
We ask your patronage
The Home of a MUHon Prescr^tions
NEWMAN DRUG COMPANY, Inc.
4tii ft Chastaut Street*, Louisville, Kjr.
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The
Kentucky Culvert
Manufacturing Co.
Armco Culverts
Louisville, Kentucky.
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"ScL^ it QVidfj,
All Through The Night
^^Boh KelUy Stays Awake Thirty Hours to Advertise
Kentucky'*
WHEN aman takes his first 5,000-mile air trip and
stays up all night to throw out pamphlets adver
tising Kentucky as J. Robert Kelley of Covington,
Ky., did recently, it's hard to decide whether he wanted
to advertise the state or didn't w^nt to miss seeing any
thing.
It seems that "Bob" did both, according to an ex
cellent article by him in Kentucky Progress Magazine,
which burst into print just when Sky Traffic did.
Kelley traveled from Cincinnati by the Embry-Riddle
air mail plane, August 4, to Chicago, thence to San Fran
cisco by Boeing planes. He returned by air, on the Mad
dux line to Los Angeles, back to Salt Lake on the West-
em Air Express, thence by Boeing and Embry-Riddle to
Cincinnati. Whenever he passed over a town or city,
Mr. Kelly threw out a greeting from the Kentucky Prog
ress Commission to the inhabitants. He has received
many responses from these greetings.
Incidentally, Kentuckians and all others could learn
much from the new magazine which is edited by C. Frank
Dunn, secretary of the Commission. Dunn has the news
paper sense that enables him to separate the wheat from
the chaff and print solid news about the state he loves
so well.—Sky Traffic.
* « « * *
The Star received today a copy of Kentucky Prog
ress, a handsomely illustrated and interesting magazine
published under the auspices of the Kentucky Progress
Commission, an organization fostered by the state for the
development of Kentucky, the utilization of its resources
and the advertising of Kentucky to the world at large.
It is indeed the voice of a state-wide Commission func
tioning along the same lines as the proposed Industrial
Bureau of Wilmington will function when organized.
from its editorial page we quote the following: (The
Present Job in Kentucky is quoted).
It is an ambitious program. The outline quoted above
was written by Governor Flem D. Sampson, who sits as
Ex-OfTicio Chairman of the Commission. It is inevitable
that the state or community which does not adopt some
similar program cannot hope for long to maintain itself
in the vanguard. We commend this step to the con
sideration of all Wilmingtonians.—Wilmington {N. C.)
Mornina Star.
* * 4c * *
Acknowledgment is hereby made of the periodical
Kentucky Progress Magazine—November issue. This
certainly is gotten up in very fine shape. Some of the
views shown in there are simply magnificent.—Jas. R.
Watt, Sec., Board of Trustees. Shriners' Hospitals for
Crippled Children. Albany. N. Y.
» ♦ ♦ * ♦
We have been very much interested and pleased with
your Kentucky Progress Magazine.—Geo. T. Crass,
City Buyer. Louisville, Ky.
*****
One could not help being impressed by the rapid prog
ress that Kentuck>' is making, not only industrially but in
other ways, and the magazine will undoubtedly play an
important part in getting the message "across" to those
individuals or concerns who might be interested in the ad
vantages that Kentucky has to offer.—E. W. Staley, The
Harlan Coal Co., Louisville.
*****
This is just a line to say that we have looked over with
considerable pleasure and interest your Kentucky Prog
ress Magazine, and have used it as the basis for an item
for our News Letter. It will appear in an early issue.—
Colvin B. Brown, Manager United States Chamber of
Commerce, Washington, D. C.
*****
Kentucky Progress is drawing considerable attention
here from various angles, for instance on October 17,
our largest daily The Grand Rapids Press r^n a wonder
ful editorial commending you and the State of Kentucky.
—Harry Burch, Touring Manager Western Michigan
Motor Club.
*****
Kentucky's Example to Michigan—The Press has re
ceived the first two numbers of Kentucky Progress
Magazine, described on the "flag" as "Official publica
tion of the Kentucky Progress Commission created by
the 1928 legislature to advertise Kentucky tQ the world."
The chairman of this commission is Governor Flem D.
Sampson.
Handsomely illustrated with halftones of "the beauty
that is Kentucky," this monthly magazine includes ar
ticles on such topics as "Wonders of the Mammoth Cave
Area."Geology in the Service of a New National Park,"
"Kentucky Peach Trees" and "Tourists Compliment Ken
tucky Highways."
Evidently the state which gave Lincoln to the world,
the state of Daniel Boone and Henry Qay, of fine horse
flesh and the famous bluegrass, has something to teach
Michigan. Its government is advertising-minded enough
to know that the sponsoring of Kentucky progress and
the broadcasting of Kentucky's name are a State as well
as private duty.
A Michigan legislative decision to cooperate with the
State's resort and tourist associations in advertising
Michigan resort beauty and permanent business and resi
dential assets to the world should stand among the first
projects on the 1929 legislative program.
We are fortunate enough in Michigan to have tour
ist and resort organization so well under way that a
working machinery already exists to use state appropria
tions judiciously and to major effect. We are still more
fortunate in possessing tourist assets of which Kentucky
is deprived. Our leagiie-upon-league of lake frontage
is the equivalent of innumerable mammoth caves as a
tourist attraction and accommodation. We suspect that
Michigan's apple blossoms will overmatch Kentucky's
peach blossoms, and that Kentucky all around has much
less to talk about than the "goddess of the inland sws."
But the point is that Kentucky as a state is conscious
of what it has. It is talking, shrewdly, effectively and
to the point—as a state. It is not leaving the whole job
to the unselfish private individual who devotes himself
to boosting the tourist business; nor to the sporadic effort
and limited financial power of isolated resort proprietors,
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The Kentucky Trotting Horse
Breeders' Association
Grounds located on the edge of the city of Lexington,
and the roads, tracks and stables are open the year round.
Splendid half-mile track of sand and clay, well ditched
and drained, with 14-foot cinder track around outside
edge, as well as two miles of smooth macadam roads,
and half-mile speedway, for winter joggii^.
Fastest and best mile track in the country for harness
horses, kept in the pink of condition from March to
December for training and developing| colts aitd ag6d
horses. Stabling for 500 head with abundant pasturage
nearby.
Splendid cinder and dirt roads for saddle horses.
Only mile track plant in Kentucky for the light har
ness horse.
Annual fall meetings in September-October. The
programs average $80,000. The very best horses in
America compete at these meetings. At the late meet
ing the most spirited racing in the history of the asso
ciation was witnessed and enjoyed by those who attended.
Watch for the dates, to be announced in January, and
make your arrangements to be present during the S7th
annual meeting in 1929.
B. C. ESTILL, Preaident ROY MILLER, Manager
J. W. WILLIAMS. Sec'ty.
Manufacturers of
Genuine Sand Mould
Face Brick
-OLD KENTUCKY HOME"
Colonial and English Type
"BISHOP COLONIALS"
SOOTHERN BRICK
AND IllJ COMPANY
"OXFORD ROUGH TEXTURE'*^^
"OXFORD SMOOTH RED*
A.
♦^FARM DRAIN TILE"
^ ^ expert will give you an estiman on
'Uti^^draining wet (andf, ^
"..•ii-1- •liain'it
Pauc Vorty-four
city comimissions and county supervisors. Neither should
Michigan.—Grand Rapids (Mich.) Press.
* * « * «
I also want to repeat to you what I said to your worthy
governor. I told him I think the State of Kentucky had
them all skinned to death in the plan of Kentucky Prog
ress. I think you have set the way for other states, and
I only hope you get so far ahead of them that they never
catch up. It is wonderful to have your work copied, and
I hope every state in the Union will take notice of the
wonderful organization your state and governor and you
have got.—W. S. Gilbreath, Exec. Vice-Pres., Detroit
Automobile Club.
« « * « *
I want to tell you how much I appreciate receiving the
Kentucky Progress Magazine. It is one of the most at
tractive books that has come to my attention and I shall
appreciate continuing to receive it.—L. H. Forman, Man
ager East St, Louis (111.") Chamber of Commerce.
* « « w «
I want to compliment you upon the splendid appear
ance of Volume I, Number 2, of Kentucky Progress.
It is beautifully prepared and very, very attractive.—
G. A. Abbott, Managing Secretary, Woonsocket (R. I.)
Chamber of Commerce.
The last Kentucky legislature created a Progress Com
mission whose duty was to give that state a better system
of publicity than it had been enjoying, and one outcome
is publication of a magazine called Kentucky Progress.
Governor Flem D. Sampson is so well pleased with the
first number that he has favored The Observer with a
copy, knowing that this state is somewhat of an advertiser,
itself. The Kentucky publication is in the handsomest
of magazine form and presents the Kentucky facts in at
tractive shape. Governor Sampson tells of "the present
job" for Kentucky, which is mainly one of developing its
resources. For that purpose, a mighty organization is
formed. The present state administration, the Progress
Commission, the State Progress Association, the Boards
of Trade, Chambers of Commerce, Commercial Qubs and
Civic organizations of all kinds, are marshaling their
forces into an armiy that intends to wage war on "narrow
ness, bigotry, self-satisfied lethargy, lack of enterprise and
the 'old order' generally."
The magazine, we are told, tells the story of the new
Kentucky—the true Kentucky. Besides a most romantic
and historic appeal, Kentucky with her tremendous
natural wealth, minerals, timbers, water power, her soil
and cheap water transportation, has an irresistible in
dustrial and commercial appeal. "Worthwhile oppor
tunities for profitable business and for safe investment
are in great abundance."
Kentucky has adopted a practical plan for reaching out
her hand and pulling in new business.—Charlotte (N. C.)
Observer.
» « * « *
In our news columns there appeared recently the ac
count of a merger of an Eastern company with a Louis
ville business which when accomplished will represent an
addition to Louisville industry of several hundred thou
sand dollars.
In making the announcement the heads of the Eastern
corporation said that they had been attracted to Kentucky
and to Louisville by the efforts of Governor Sampson, the
(Continued on page 47)
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1. C. Railroad In Kentucky
(Co/ifiuHcd front page 30)
liave around 160 producing mines with an annual capacity
of 30,000,000 tons. Production for the state as a whole
increased from 53,000,000 tons in 1925 to 73,000,000
tons in 1927, the increase in production during that two-
year period exceeding the total production of the state
fifteen years ago. The coal-producing areas in western
Kentucky extend over approximately 5,000 square miles
in lluhlenberg, Hopkins, Webster and seven other coun
ties.
Approximately 80 per cent of the country's supply of
fluorspar is now mined in western Kentucky and south
ern Illinois. This profitable industry has developed in
its entirety during the last twenty-five years. The prin
cipal deposits of fluorspar thus far developed in Kentucky
are found in Crittenden, Caldwell and Livingston coun
ties. More than 50,000 tons of fluorspar were shipped
from Marion, Princeton, Mexico, Crider and Crayne in
1925, and the output is increasing annually. The Illinois
Central System provides transportation for practically the
entire output of the Kentucky fields.
Another fast-growing industry of great promise which
has developed entirely within the last five or six years
is the mining of natural rock asphalt in Ohio. Graysion
and Hardin counties. Kentucky rock asphalt has proved
highly successful as a paving material. Hundreds of
tons of rock asphalt are now shipped each month from
Big Clifty, Rockport and Summit on the Illinois Cen
tral System.
The rapid growth of manufactures in the various cities
and towns along the Illinois Central System has been
another notable feature of the economic development of
western Kentucky. When the first of the Illinois Central
System lines was projected, the total output of industries
in the twenty-six Kentucky counties now traversed by
this railroad was valued at $14,000,000. By 1880 the
output of manufacturing establishments in these counties
was in excess of $40,000,000, and in 1920 the figure stood
at $263,000,000, or more than eighteen times that of
1850. Today more than 1,600 manufacturing enterprises
in these counties produce two-thirds of Kentucky's manu
factured products and employ an army of around 45,000
wage earners.
The Illinois Central System has long been active in
promoting the location of manufacturing establishments
along the system's lines, an activity which takes rank
with the railroad's promotion of better farming.
The Illinois Central System likewise has been a factor
in the upbuilding of Kentucky in its capacity as an em
ployer,'as a purchaser of Kentucky products and as a
taxpayer. The Illinois Central provides employment in
Kentucky for some 5.000 persons. Most of these em
ployes are heads of families and home owners, and they
rank among the most substantial citizens of their respec
tive communities. The annual payroll of the system in
Kentucky amounts to approximately $7,600.CXX).
Kentucky's central location on the Illinois Central Sys
tem and its abundant supply of mineral and manufac
tured products have made it a favored field for the pur
chase of the railroad's supplies. The Illinois Central is
spending million.s of dollars annually in Kentucky for
mineral, forest and manufactured products. Add to its
direct purchases the large quantities of construction ma
terials purchased by contractors for use on the Illinois
Central System, and the purchases in Kentucky as a re
sult of Illinois Central operations in the state reach an
impressive total.
The Illinois Central System ranks as one of the chief
taxpayers in Kentucky. Last year the railroad paid $664,-
592.93 in state, county and local government taxes. A
substantial part of this sum went to the support of the
public schools. In several Kentucky counties Illinois
Central taxes represent a very substantial percentage of
the total taxes levied.
_To keep pace with the rapid industrial development of
Kentucky and with the consequently increased demand
for railway service, the Illinois Central System has im
proved and added to its facilities in the state by reduc
tion of grade, additions to the mileage of first and second
nmin tracks, installation of automatic signals and con
struction of new stations, yard tracks and other facilities.
Within the last eighteen months the Illinois Central
System has completed in Kentucky two of the largest
railway construction projects of their kind in the entire
country—a new mechanical terminal at Paducah, which
gives that city one of the most extensive and modern
railway repair plants in the United States, and the 169-
mile low-grade cut-ofT between Edgewood, III., and Ful
ton, Ky., which provides the Paducah terminal district
with new and valuable railway facilities and serves to
shorten the rail distance between Chicago and Paducah,
Fulton and other on-line points in Kentucky,
The progressive policy of the Illinois Central System
is evidenced by the fact that since 1920, in addition to its
large expenditures for maintenance, operation and taxes,
this railroad has expended more than $25,000,000 for ad
ditions and improvements to its properties in Kentucky to
increase the operating efficiency of its lines and provide
for the rapidly growing needs of its territory.
Youths Excel At Fat Cattle Show
(Continued from page 19)
that the State Legislature has appropriated $5,000 a year
for prizes at Stock Shows. This splendid amount of
prize money is supplemented by generous amounts from
the City of Louisville, the L. & N. Railroad, the 1. C
Railroad, business houses and individuals. All of which
means that the show brings together the city and the
country in a most definite and hearty manner.
Like the Progress .Commission of Kentucky, this Cat
tle Show has for its main objective the selling of Ken
tucky as a producer of fine livestock to the outside world
and to Kentuckians themselves.
Summer Time In Old Kentucky
'Tis summer time in ole Kentucky—
Mothah Natuh's laffin' loud;
Joy's jes' bubblin' ove' me,
Whethah I'se 'lone or in a crowd.
Redtop's bloomin' in de meadow.
Growin' cohn's about knee high,
Li'l lamb's rompin' on de hillside,
Ole lazy buzza'd's circlin' de sky.
Meadow-lark sure am singin' pretty,
Bob-white callin' to his mate,
Mockin' bird practicin' foh de seh'nade,
Woodpecker drivin' ribbets in de gate,
Ole crow cawin' up in de tree-top,
Wondah what is he's fussin' at?
Maybe he like some folks I know 'bout—
Always wishin' he wuzn't where he's at.
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BARNES BROTHERS
Louisville-Lexington Bus Service
A
leave
Lexington
«.-M A. M,
A. M.
11:00 A. M.
2:#0 P. M.
5:00 P. M.
Fare, $2.50 Round Trip, $4.50
W
•■♦A..
I *i.
•' t,
.!W' '
Leave
Louisville
6:»0 A. M.
9:00 A. M.
UKN) A. M.
3:00 P. M.
5:00 P. M.
Special Trips Arranged for Parties at Reasonable Rates
"Our Service is the Best"
LEXINGTON PHONE 4333 LOUISVILLE PHONE SOUTH 900, SOUTH Ht
KENTUCKY-CENTRAL
Life and Accident Insurance Company
' . ANCHORAGE, KY.jFt Walker, President T. O. WtST, Secretary and Treasurer
"The Prompt-Paying Company"
*
Over One Million One Hundred Thousand Dollars P^iid to Policyholders in 1927
f| UA.'- •
AS.KOLLOWS:
116^160 Weekly Indemnity Claims^for >. .
2,456 Death and Dismemberment Claims for
' Total Paid to Policyholders, 1927
$ 898,931.81
272.99176
)il,171,923.57
IF NOT INSURED -SEE OUR AGENT AT ONCE.
i
-:V-V A
'fvt-
I '}•
' t , j
^strict Offices in all Principal Cities of
Kentuckyf Indiana^ Ohio, West Vir^inia^ Michigan and Pennsylvaniii^
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More Say It With Flowers
(Continued from page 44)
Louisville advertising campaign and the activities of the
Kentucky Progress Commission.
Such things need to be impressed on our consciousness
as they happen, though the comment on the events may
seem obvious and even superfluous. People speak of
progress as If it were something got out of a reservoir
through a tap. Actually it is a result of hard work by
someone. Kentv>cky has vast untouched resources. We
can talk to each other about them without avail. Louis
ville has mahy desirable features in the eyes of people
elsewhere which we blandly take for granted.
But unless we continue, from the Chief Executive of
the Commortwealth down, to bring these things to the
attention of people outside the state it will be by accident
if Kentucky and Louisville prosper.—^Louisville Herald-
Post.
Announcement "Irvin Cobb" Coming
Kentucky Progress Magazine announces that,
I beginning with the January number, the life of
Irvin Cobb (or "lie-f, as Mr. Cobb may brand it),
from the year of his birth, which is actually to be revealed
in the opening chapter, to 1922, will be published serially.
John Wilson Townsend, well-known historian, of Lex
ington, has generously made available the manuscript of
his unpublished book, "Irvin Cobb," for serial use in the
magazine.
Mr. Townsend's most recent book, "James Lane Allen,'
is not only a masterpiece in revealing a too little known
side of the famous author, but preserves for history, letters
that are literary gems in themselves.
The Progress Commission acknowledges its deep appre
ciation of Mr. Townsend's contribution to the magazine,
and congratulates the readers of themagazine on the pl^s-
ure and opportunity awaiting them with the early publica
tion of "Irviti Cobb."
Magazine Goes On Subscription BasisBeginning February 1, the Kentucky Progress
Magazine will go on a subscription basis.
A letter explaining how you may continue to re
ceive the publication will be inserted in the February issue.
The letter will include a form to be filled out to be properly
registered as a subscriber.
The Progress Commission has underwritten the maga
zine to be published every month during 1929, preserving
the standard set when the first issue came out in September
and maintained each month since.
All members of the Kentucky Progress Association,
which is now being organized by the Commission at the
direction of the Kentucky Legislature, will automatically
become subscribers to the magazine, but they will be asked
to fill out the form,-which is to be included with the
February issue, so that all subscribers to themagazine may
l>e properly recorded.
All who are not members, or prospective members, of
the Kentucky Progress Association, may subscribe for the
magazine upon payment of $1.00 for a year's subscription,
and also filling out the form sent with the February num
ber for the office record and to meet postal requirements.
More than 2,000 voluntary subscriptions have been re
ceived since the magazine started, and it is expected that
the direct announcement February 1, will increase this paid
<;iihscriptioii list to quite a I\entucky army.
STILL ANOTHER REASON FOR
Kenttu:}{y's Fame
The Blue-Grass State has long been famous as
the home of lieautiful women and fine horses. Now
it is ecjually as famous for producing the best water
heater obtainable. >
The reason Hoffman Heaters have won nation
wide fame is that they provide an unlimited sup
ply of hot water at lower cost. With a Hoffman
you pay to heat only the exact amount used . . .
not for a tankful. for example, when merely a
bowlful is needed.
Consider the convenience of having hot water
a/ways available. All you have to do is turn the
faucet, day or night, and piping hot water in
stantly gushes forth. What is more, it continues
to run until the faucet is closed.
These dependable water heaters
are shown in all principal cities
HolTman Heaters are on exhibi
tion at our display roc»ns in all
principal cilies (consult your tele
phone directory for the address of
your local branch). See theni, note
their convenience and examine
their sturdy construction. Utmost
quality in materials and workman-
ship'rmake certain the continuous
and satisfactory Mrformance of
every Hoffman Heater built.
THE HOFFMAN HEATER CO.
LOUtSVILLK, KY.
Automatic
riaa Water Heaters
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STARKS BUILDING
LOUISVILLE
Comfort
Convenience
You can catch abus at 'most any time. They run
{requendy in every direction. You ride safely,quickiy, com*
lortably and luxuriously up hill and down dale with a wide
visu of the open country. The cost is lem. No smoke and
no dnders. That's why 'most everybody now travels by but.
Cwisolidgtea.C^i.Corporaiion
I'lif/f Poriy-fiyhl
Protective Progress—More Needed
{Cotitiuuedyroin page 17)
put over a big program of protection and conservation.
There is no reason for despair. Pennsylvania was more
barren than Kentucky when she began her task of resto
ration. She has won, and what she did we can do and
we must do—we must do it for the sake of our plav life
and^ for the sake of our children.
Kentucky has ever been noted for its splendid quail
shooting and fine bird dogs. Probably the best quail
section is in the western part of the State extending from
the main line of the L. & X. Railroad from Louisville to
Xashville (or U. S. Highway 31) west. In order to
maintain this good shooting, the Game and Fish Commis
sion has imported and distributed through the State over
Rockcaatle Kiver, 'kockcaitle County, Ky.
70.000 bob white quail in the past seven years, A ganie
refuge of sOme ^,000 acres was established in Trigg aiid
Lyon Counties in 1919. This refuge was stocked with
(leer and turkey, and they are now abundant. The season
will open in 1932, and we believe that hunters will have
no trouble in securing their limit of these wonderful game
birds and game animals. Southwestern Kentucky is a
fisherman s paradise as well as a natural breeding ground
for fish of all species.
Hundreds of ponds and lakes, averaging from one-
fourth to fifteen hundred acres in area cover this im
mense territory. The annual tides of the Ohio and Mis
sissippi River usually inundate the majority of thetn,
which insures their being well stocked at all times. Wild
ducks are very abundant in this section during the open
season. The wood duck, the most beautiful of all wild
thicks, breeds extensively in this, territory. The central
and eastern sections of Kentucky is traversed bv numer
ous large and small streams which provide the angler
with the finest bass fishing in the world. Under proper
protection, these streams will continue to supplv the fish-
ernien with sport which cannot be found elsewhere.
(jeorgia estimates her wild life at more than $20,000,-
000^ or worth twice as much as every hog in the State.
The sale of rabbits in Kentucky in 1919 amounted to
over $700,000. This did not include the number that
I'ach hunter took home for private consumption. Ken-
incky's wild life can be made to exceed $20,000,000 annu-
:illy. Won't you help us to do it?
KentiJLcl^ Progress fTitagazine
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American Life and Accident
Insurance Company
, ; Of Kentucky
DINWIDDIE LAMPTON, President
Inter-Southcrn Building
••• - r .., .jr
f'.
Louisville, Kentucky^
A COMPANY BUILT ON SERVICE
»fifty.five' .. :^Insure ages one to i t
Kentucky Refrigerating Company
Incorporatti
800 South Logan Street
LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY
Largest Cold Storage Unit in the South
Paae Fort\-m»e
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University ofI y^5sSi^
Kentucky
Ui
ampus Campus scene, Oeorsetown University, Oeorsetown, Ky.
ill
iLeft)—Eastern State Normal Campus
Richmond. Kv.
New Administration Building, University of Louisville.
Centre College Campus,
Danville, Ky.
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One of the many new and modern factory buildings which have recently
been built in LOUISVILLE is the home of
Manufacturers of
Heavy Commercial Printing Machines
Special-designed and Built Printing
Schmutz Bag Printing PressPresses ^he
Printing Inks, Brass and Rubber Dies, and Patented
Metal-backed Rubber and Metal-backed Printing Dies
Located in Louisville near the center of population of the United States,
we have adequate transportation facilities for prompt shipments all over
the country and to the seaports for export into foreign countries, as well as
many other advantages abundandy provided by the
CITY OF LOUISVILLE
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ENTUCKY SSOCIATION
JNCORPORATKD
Lexington Kentucky
T/ie Oldest Race Course in America
Fall Meeting November 13th to 22nd, Inclusive.
THE BREEDERS FUTURITY
On& of the Richest Two-year Old Stakes in the IFest^ will be run Saturday,
November 17th
s. s. Combs,
President
><—X
Thos. s. scorr,
yice-President and
Genern! Manager
m
M. L. Wilson,
Secretary and
Treasurer
Looking across the range of mountains east of Pine Mountain, Letcher county. It was near here that John Fox, Jr.,
gathered the material for his book,
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Natural Bridge at Carter Caves
HE plans of this company
covering expansion, im
provements and better^
ments are all based upon
a firm belief in Kentucky's
future and an abiding faith that
she will take her place in the
forefront in the march of States
FAYE-TTE HOME
Telephone Company,
INCOItraRATeO
Thomas A. Combs, President
LEXINGTON — — KENTUCKY
Femcliff Feed and
Grain Co.
Incorporated
Logan and Breckinridge Streets
Telephone: East 2743
LOUISVILLE. KY.
Manufacturers of
"Cracker Jack" and "P.D.Q."
Molasses Feeds
. EVERYTHING IN FEED LINE.
STRAIGHT OR MIXED
CARS.
. "Headquarters for Satisfied
Ci^tomers*^
J.
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COVINGTON, KY,
Claibome and Ellerslie Stiids
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Thoroughbred Horses
" CompUmfHts
A. B. HANCOCK
%' r KEyriCK
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FACTORY SITES
A new industrial territory is now being opened up, consisting of approximately 1,500 acres,
available'for factory sites, by the construction of a double-track industrial belt line by the
Kentucky &Indiana Terminal R. R. Co. The land adjacant to this belt line is almost flat
in surface, and has perfect natural drainage. City water, gas and electricity are available
the entire length of this belt line. This is strictly an industrial belt line operating within
the city limits of Louisville on which large acreage can be acquired.
For further informationt unrite to
W. S. Campbell, Manager and Chief Engineer
Kentucky Indiana Terminal Railroad Company
S910 HIGH STREET. LOUISVILLE. KY.
A T^ationany Knoum Address!
Fifth and Washington Aves.,
Newport, Ky.,-"thc birthplace
and present home of HIGGIN
ALL-METAL SCREENS "
used throughout the United
States in thoiisandsupon thou'
sands of our finest residences
and buildings.
Westerfield-Bonte &>.
ALL METAL
The Higgin Manufacturing Co.
Screen Specialists Since 1893
HofDe Oficc*. Fifth and Washington Ave».. Newpon, Ky.
Bnnche*. Kamu City. Mo., and Toronto, Ont.
Incorporated
Law Briefs,. Recordr ^
and
•' h.
Commercial Printing : .
4'-N
217-2T9 SOUTH EIGHTH STREET
'is-4 TfiLF,i»HONT. crtif '•
LOUISVILLJEv
:l '. \-y} S--"'vv¥^
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Ohio Falls Hydro Electric Station, from K. & I. Bridge.
(Above) Ohio River—Louisville—U. S. Dam—Ohio
Falls—Hydro Electric Plant
(Right) — Ohio Falls Hydro Electric Plant, from
Pennsylvania R. R. Bridge.
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Falls of the Ohio at Louisville, Ky.
B»^0_g0!*_pygf'Lrrf
T. W. SPINKS CO.
G)ntractors' and Builders'
Supplies
COAL AND COKE
. 1512-1540 RUSSELL STREET
Cwingtofif Ky,
Private Branch Ex. Erlanger Dixie 7049
Cov. 63-64-65 Latonia-~Cov. 64
Swann Hats
Change 'O Caps
Manufactured
by
. SWANN-ABRAM
HAT COMPANY
Louisville^ Kentucky ^
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The FISCAL COURT of
JEFFERSON COUNTY, KENTUCKY
HENRY I. FOX, County Ju^t»
Jtfferson County Commusion:
DR. BEN L. BRUNER BENF.VOOT
FRANKJ. HUMBERT HENRYI.FOX
—Moio Co%ynt>tUi by C0Ujt4Uit Siook
SI2D'Ip-^X >- ;s;
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JEFFERSON
COUNTY 1 ^
AT all seasons of the 1year, and especially in ;
the mild and delightful
season of Winter, Jeffer
son County is an inviting
, -.haven for the tourist and^-y p
pK visitor in search of
^^^diverting variety.
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Government locks at Boonesboro on the Kentucky nver.
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ASHLAND OAK
SOLE LEATHER
For
/ Building
.N«w Sho«s
For
Repairing
Old Shoe*
Specify ASHLAND OAK on your
next repair work
Made By r
Ashland Leather Co.!
Ashlandy Kentucky -
Payc Sixty
J. J. B. HILLIARD
& SON
, Members _
f : Ne%v York Stock Exchange^
;
Sr- • ;
IrK - X
'•
r -•.- •
J nves tment:: f:pS
^S^-'Securities- '^^ iT '
fVesl Jefferson S/,
Hr -V- IXJUISVILLE, KENTUClfV-i^-?:;^^
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ext (fhristmas w\\\ be-
a merry one indeed, if
i)our publication contrae
for 1929 ie wWh tlie-
6onth's most eomplete
printing plant.
(if. Wearing Printing lo.
« * ... INCORPORATKD f )
Aentucky
^4 llour$ every TDciy
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Evaporation Is The Foun
dation Of Successful
Operation
That's a big mouthful—but it's a
fact nevertheless. Don't sleep
another wink until you know your
EVAPORATION COST
Then you won't sleep until you've at
least given HARLAN COAL a trial.
It's the GREAT COST REDUCER.
^^ONSUMERS of Harlan Coal, old, new and prospective
are invited to drive to Harlan, the thriving and progres
sive county seat city and visit some of our 65 mines. Seeing
is believing. Escorts will be provided. Tourists leave the
Dixie Highway at Pineville and drive over the newly con
structed concrete road up the beautiful Cumberland River
to Harlan. You will be glad you came.
HARLAN COUNTY COAL OPERATORS' ASSOCIATION
E. R. CLAYTON, Secretary
HARLAN, KENTUCKY
I'iiyc Snty-luo
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A winter scene in Cherokee Park. Louisville. —I'hotos Ciyfytio'ited. Caufifid fr Shi>ot.
Kentucky Shearman Concrete Pipe Company
Incorporoted
Office and Plant: FRANKFORT, KENTUCKY
Kentucky Stockholders Kentucky Labor Kentucky Materials
PART OF FRANKFORT YARD
SIZES 4 INCHES TO 96 INCHES
THE ONLY PERMANENT DRAINAGE
SANITARY STORM HIGHWAYS RAILWAYS
PtHK > ('.r/V-'/ir,
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Motion Picture "Kentucky"
Is Completed
AX UNDERTAKING started six months ago to
fihn Kentucky's attractions, resources and history
has been completed, so far as possible with the
facilities at hand, by the Kentucky Progress Commission.
Fourteen thousand feet of film, representing as many
sections of the State as could be reached with one cam
eraman during favorable weather, clicked during the
operation.
The film, which has been named "Kentucky," is now
being reduced to 7,000 feet and will be assembled for
exhibition purposes in about seven reels.
A four-reel film of leading attractions was made up In
time to show at the Kentucky State Fair and is now trav
eling about the country under "AAA" auspices. The
American Automobile Association announced that it
would be available for aimiial meeting use of AAA motor
clubs, and immediate requests started the four-reel film
on what will probably be a long journeyi
The seven-reel film was designed to acquaint outsiders
with the touring attractions of Kentucky, while at the
same time industry is not overlooked.
The film takes each U. S. Highway in Kentucky and
shows the attractions on and near the routes through the
State. First, a highway map is shown in the motion
picture and, after a title explains the reason for taking
the scenes by highways, the first route to be shown in the
fiim is traced out on the map. Then the Federal shield,
bearing the marker of the highway to follow in the motion
picture, is shown.
The titles of the scenes themselves frequently quote
the number of the highway on or near which the scene is
located. .All of the L'. S. Highways are covered in the
film—60. 68, 27, 25, 31, 41. 45, 51, 168, 245 and 227.
Scenes that are located on other than U. S. Highways
«ire also recorded in the film, showing in the continuity
at the proper place so that anyone who is not familiar
\\ irh Kentucky may get a definite idea of the location.
The entrance of each U. S. Highway into Kentucky
was taken where a fitting scene justified it. The northern
entrances are, of course, all Ohio River crossings and
tl'C "Kentucky outlook" to the visitor is shown.
The plan of taking and assembling the picture by high
ways was evolved to present in a new way proposed itin
eraries (''eye"-tineraries) to the prospective visitor, jui?t
;i3 the tourist folders visualize a proposed intinerary with
ty; e. maps and cuts.
While no important scenic or historic asset is over
looked in the film, the Progress Commision did not over
look an opportunity to show its agricultural possibilities,
Its mineral resources and its potential power sites, all
woven into the picture of the combined old and new
Kentucky..
The Commission has decided to give the film as wide
publicity as possible, and various methods of distribution
are to be used. It will be offered to clubs both inside
and outside the State, as a four-reel film or seven-reel
-1 • • planned to show 25-minute sections of thehim m the theatres throughout Kentucky, and also to
make the film available for use in the schools and col
leges.
Several industrial sections of the film will not be used,
except m small part, in the film released for public exhi-
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"YAS, SUH,
Everywhere in Kentucky
you find A. & P. Stores,
and they are patronized
by everyone from the
•COLONEL'S LADY*
in the mansion of fertile
Blue Grass Fields, to the
humblest occupant of the
log cabin on the mountain
side."
Throughout the
State they are
recognized as
the Leaders in
the Grocery
Field.
Jm Atlantic &Pacific
crrAiLiSHit
WHERt ECONOMV
QUAKER MAID
UNIT
CO.
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LLL*'^
I.oose leaf Burlev Tobacco ir>n the floor ready for the aucUon-
about first
K. M. I.
Kentucky
Military
Institute
This nationally known school
for boys invites correspondence
Address, LYNDON, KENTUCKY
Tobacco sales start in December and are held daUy until
of March.
bition. Detailed processes of manufacturing, which are
not of special interest to the motion picture public, were
taken for use in the work of the Progress Commission in
interesting needed capital for the development of some of
Kentucky's vast resources.
Such industrial scenes will be shown privately to indi
viduals attracted from time to time by the direct efforts
of the industrial bureau of the Progress Commission
when the full development plans of the State body are
under way.
Xo other state or community, so far as the Kentucky
Progress Commission knows, has undertaken to handle
such a wide-spread assortment of motion picture subjects
in the novel manner employed in taking the film, "Ken
tucky."
Many scenic attractions, filmerl at great expense, are
readily accessible by highway but the film producer fails
to -ense the importance of describing how the attractions
may be reached by highway.
The variety of scenes in the "Kentucky" film is ex
pected to make it more interesting than any state or sec
tional motion picture yet taken. Most of them are exclu
sively Kentucky. There's Man o' War, the most noted
horse gravevard in the world, the homes of Henry Qay,
the wife of i^resident Lincoln and of Gen. John H. Mor
gan, the Confederate leader: the birthplaces of Abraham
Lincoln and Jefferson Davis, the graves of Daniel Boone
and (ien. George Rogers Clark, three natural bridges in
different parts of the State. Mammoth Cave National
Park scenes and many other noted caves throughout Ken
tucky, scenes at the Kentucky Derby. Cumberland Falls,
Lumberlantl fiap. the ""(^Id Kentucky Home'* and count-
'es-i others.
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A PROGRESSIVE
Concern offers a corrugated
metal culvert pipe of TONCAN
Copper Mo-lyb-den-um Iron,
one of the most remarkable
developments in a HIGH grade,
RUST RESISTING product.
If you believe in PROGRESS,
you will certainly want to try
this corrugated TONCAN
Copper Mo-Iyb-den-um Iron
culvert made and proven by one
of the most progressive manu
facturers in the United States,
Wheat Culvert Co.
Inciirimrarevl
.Anicrican National Bank Bkig.
NKWI'ORT, KKNTLCKY
BOWLING GREEN, (Kentucky)
Oolitic Limestone
is noted for its whiteness, fine
carving qualities and freedom
from stain. The ability to with
stand discoloring influences is
due to the impregnated oil in
the stone. The surface oil soon
evaporates leaving a uniform
creamy white stone of exceptional
beauty and durability.
Southern Cut Stone Company
Incurporatrd
Bowling Green, Kentucky
fVe specialize in Bowling Greeny Kentucky
stone. In considering an attractive Building
Stone write for samples.
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The South's Largest Distributors
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PAPER
LouisvillePa PER Co.
Ini.r/h.rafrd
Thirteenth ami Maple Streets
IX)l'ISVILI,K, KV.
water supply that
is always safe and
ample.
Lexington Water Co.
ISC-rtRPORA'll-^n
LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY
Centre College an Ideal College for Men and Women
a Christian School that Trains for Leadership
THE HOME OF CENTRE COLLEGE
iLJanville m the ue-Qrass
The Logical Location for a
HOME—BUSINESS—INDUSTRY—FARM
We invite Industry because our geographical location, trans
portation facilities, network of highways, power rates, labor
supply, unexcelled water supply, low taxes, proximity to
raw materials and large markets, offer a favorable location.
We invite the Farmer because our fertile farms, good
roads, good live stock and farm commodity markets offer
an opportunity.
DANVILLE—THE CENTRE
We invite the Tourist because our good roads, scenic
beauty, splendid hotels, historical setting, and facilities for
outdoor sports offer interest and pleasure.
We invite the Homeseekers because our civic beauty,
moral environment, splendid schools and colleges, modern
utilities, offer a delightful place to live and rear the family.
The Chamber of Commerce invites inquiries.
Danville in the Bliie>Grass
A WELL-BALANCED COMMUNITY
Centre College, Fully Accredited,
Separate Departments for Men and Women
DSABtKC. INC.. LOUISVILLE
1Electric Power for
Industrial Needs
If you are a manufacturer con-
sideriDg a plant location in Ken
tucky you will be interested in the
subject of electric power.
Reliable electric service in un
limited quantity for all industrial
needs is available at low rates in
most of the important sections of
the state through the transmission
lines of this company which now
supplies power to almost 3,000 in
dustrial customers.
The company"s engineering,in-
dustrial and commercial depart
ments welcome the opportunity
to aid you in getting satisfactorily
located in Kentucky, ffrite to—
Kentucky Utilities
Company
INCORPORATKO
S(ark« Building Louisville, Ky.
-
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